THE NOWHEREISLAND CONSTITUTION
"Nowhereisland’s constitution is and will be cumulative and consensual, open to all
citizens and subject to change during the nation’s lifetime."
The writing of Nowhereisland's constitution was 'open to all citizens' from 11
September 2011 to midnight on 9th September 2012. This was the first online, ongoing national constitution. Writing the constitution also meant ranking
propositions by ‘liking’ or ‘disliking'. This final version of the constitution shows the
2,678 propositions by order of most popular to least popular.

Every Nowherian has the Right to be silent.
Every Nowherian has the right to be heard.
Ein Moment auf einem Stuhl gesessen, heißt, das Leben in Gefahr gebracht haben.
Every Nowherian has the right to imagine a different future.
We will eat together often.
Every child will be read to each night.
Wherever we may consider building a wall, fence or barrier we should instead place a table.
We will strive for peace. If war should arise, only those who vote for it will fight - including politicians.
We will endeavour to eat delicious, seasonal food that has been raised or grown sustainably and prepared with love.
Every Nowherian has the right to be notified before any important decision is made effecting Nowhereisland.
government shall be for the benefit of the governed not the governors.
The economy will be resource based rather than monetary based.
Children are not forced to compensate their weaknesses. Natural talents and strengths are fostered in joyful
learning.
The right to freedom shall only be limited by the duty to respect the well being of others.
No minister will refer to the arts as "elitist", "irrelevant", or merely "nice to have".
Every Nowherian has a right to clean air and water.
Every construction has to respect the Earth and the natural environment.
Celebrate and protect diversity in all its forms - culture, ethnicity, nature, and technology.
Love will be expressed openly; often! Sexuality will be embraced & enjoyed in privacy, out of respect for others.
Don't live too fast, rediscover the great value of slowness.
Education shall be free.
Spitting on Nowhereisland shall be considered a criminal offense, punishable by immediate expulsion.
The working week will be Saturday to Sunday. Monday to Friday will be the weekend.
All outdoor artificial lights turned off from dusk - dawn one night of the week to allow everyone to marvel at the
stars.
Nowherians should remember not to take themselves too seriously.
Death penalty violates the right to life and therefore is forbidden..
We shall not fear the unknown, but study it.
We will dance.
The right to abortion.
The national day of Nowhereisland should be 1st April, and the national flower should be a rock.
No discrimination of any form shall take place.
All people are of equal, inestimable worth, and are to be treated as such.
Chickens should be allowed to cross the road without fear of persecution, ribald comments, name calling or
mockery.
All acts of governance shall be facilitated by women and men equally.
Every Nowherian is an artist, and art needn't be "created" - it can be found, felt, observed, or dreamed.
"Don't Worry, Be Happy" by Bobby McFerrin will be the National Anthem.
All citizens will be given a towel and should always know where their towel is.
All healthcare is public and free.
Violence, in all forms and by any entities, is neither an effective nor a morally acceptable means for achieving
change.
All laws of Nowhereisland should be designed and enacted to place happiness before profit and kindness before
power.
War is not an option.

Any and all power requirements should be met with sustainable, renewable technology.
Every young person will be able to learn a musical instrument so they can – if they wish – play in public or with
others.
All shall live in PEACE.
Each citizen should read at least one book a year.
Teachers will actually teach pupils rather than just teach them how to pass an exam.
All Nowherians are expected to step outdoors for a moment every day, look at the world around them, and breathe
deep.
Free Healthcare for all.
Everybody shall be free to feel good
All streetlights will be scientifically designed to minimise light pollution to a minimum, that all may see the stars.
There shall be a free library, which anyone can visit.
Free education for all citizens.
When there are elections on the island there should be a box on the voting form "none of the above".
NWI is without walls or boundaries and openly welcomes all new citizens who want to live within our shared
constitution
Drinking water will be free, and shall run from public fountains, as of old. None shall go thirsty on the island.
Any waste that is produced on Nowhereisland will be handled and disposed of in a way that is environmentally
friendly.
If you drop litter you have to wear it.
Large chains - especially Starbucks will be allowed nowhere near the island.
The constitution should remain flexible and adaptable to growth and change.
Be excellent to each other.
We shall encourage children to ask questions and always answer them the truth.
Science, arts, humanities will be learned with wonder and excitement at the complexity of the universe and human
mind.
Nowherians will encourage their children to change the world, not tow the line.
We promote reason, ethics, justice and solidarity as the basis of morality and decision-making.
No child should be beaten in an attempt to stop Civil Disobedience.
No education establishment will regard, treat, deal with or otherwise think of its students as "customers".
Nowhereisland will try its hardest to be carbon neutral.
Universal Free Healthcare.
Warm smiles are the official greeting of Nowhereisland.
As a Nowherian, if you finish the loo roll, you'll damn well change it.
Everyone has the right to an education, whether of 'school age' or not.
Non-contributors such as Professional Footballers cannot earn more than real workers, such as Nurses or Teachers.
All healthcare and education shall be free regardless of age, background, ethnicity and gender of citizens..
We should have a 99p coin, so that we can save on change and never have so many 1p coins.
All citizens should be taught the concepts of freedom AND responsibility.
Racism and discrimination will not exist.
All X-Factor style reality TV will be banned and anybody attempting to view it will be forced to read Jordan's
Biography.
Weekends will be three-days long.
Politicians that mess up, or are found to be scamming us will be forced to wear "dunce" hats.
The National drink shall be tea, an official tea break will be observed everyday by all citizens; with free biscuits.
Every citizen will have a clear view of the sky.
Citizens of Nowhereisland will recognise that they are animals, an intrinsic and interconnected part of the biosphere.
Every child will have the opportunity to look, learn, listen and make.
Any politician who urges war must be prepared to fight on the frontline in said war.
Jobs such as doctors and lawyers are no more important than those of firemen and shopkeepers.
There will be one day every week when everyone should write or read a book, or make art.
All citizens (and visitors) will be treated with the same respect regardless of age, race or sexuality.
All decisions of governance will be made collectively.
There will be no homophobic prejudices under any circumstance.
All citizens to be issued with a 'starter pack' of 1000 mixed Lego bricks to stimulate the creative 'juices'.
Healthcare will be provided free and equally to all, with no bias to where you live on Nowhereisland.
Life will be there to be enjoyed not endured.
Nowherians will celebrate their individual uniqueness, while recognising that each adds to the whole.
Marriage between any sex, religion or ethnic background is legal.
Play time is mandatory for both adults and children. It is recommended to laugh at least 15 times per day.
Citizens will share their wealth and ensure no child is ever hungry!
Nowhereisland shall be towed south between the months of June and August so the inhabitants can experience a
real summer.
The nation's leaders will carry out an annual three week period of community service (such as litter picking).

Everyone has to contribute to the well-being of all; to look-out for each-other and help where necessary.
Every Nowherian shall enjoy her or his sexuality.
Economists will not evaluate living standards by the level of consumption or the quality of life by the amount of
things.
Free life-long learning for all citizens.
Plastic shopping bags to be banned.
All citizens should be able to distinguish between, and appropriately use "your" and "you're".
No nuclear waste to dumped on island.
We shall worship no flag.
No child will be denied a full education in the arts at their widest.
Drinking water will be free for every individual but not for companies who seek to profit from it.
Decisions will be based in reason and compassion, not popularity and media response.
No specials from reality TV shows are to be filmed on or within a 10 mile exclusion zone of the island.
Children should not be wrapped in cotton wool but encouraged to play in mud and climb trees.
Honesty in all things to be a legal requirement.
No McDonald's, KFC, Burger King etc. on the island.
Every citizen shall plant and maintain at least one new tree on Earth (or more) as thanks to host planet of our island.
Literacy should be a right for all citizens of Nowhereisland.
Desire to be a politician will immediately disqualify you from being a politician.
No citizen shall write using only capitals.
In the event that any governor becomes unpopular/corrupt, citizens may undertake a vote-of-no-confidence to
depose them.
Any sort of Violence physical/mental/verbal etc. will lead to instant cancellation of citizenship & deportation to Mars.
No Junk Mail.
Education should be free for all.
This Constitution will seek to protect the sustainability of the planet and the health of all people across the world.
No one shall earn more than 5 times more than the lowest paid worker.
Entrance fee for a visa to our island shall be the telling of a humorous joke. Or an engaging anecdote may also
suffice.
All citizens have freedom of assembly, peaceful protests shall not be met by police brutality.
Religion is at the choice of the citizen. If you don't believe, your views are just as valid as those who do.
Cleaning products that kill 99% of germs and their paranoid adverts are banned so that children build immune
systems.
Everyone gets an allowance of 'bad mood days' and a bad mood cape to wear on those days.
Tolerance of others' beliefs is mandatory, with one person's rights ending where they infringe on another's.
An ye harm none, do what thou wilt.
Free internet for everyone.
All citizens should have the opportunity to learn how to keep honey bees.
Education of children will be everybody's responsibility, lessons won't be constrained to just classrooms.
Every citizen to be involved in the running of Nowhereisland.
All citizens shall be considerate to the needs of others.
Love one another. Live in peace.
No Firearms permitted on Nowhereisland.
Nowhereisland should enter the Olympic games in Rio.
No member of the community of Nowhereisland shall take unfair advantage of any other member of the community.
Plant baked bean trees.
No Religion.
Everyone will learn to create beautiful and functional objects - build, spin, weave, felt, knit - to escape commerce.
Each household should help nature by feeding the birds or leaving a patch of garden to go wild.
All research should be free to view and use as required.
Men will be Gentlemen. Society went to the dogs when men stopped being gentlemen.
Nowhereisland shall be the only place on the planet that remains free of a High Street chain coffee shop.
Please leave this place as clean as when you came.
Nowhereisland will not allow zoos or menageries. People are not the only organisms who deserve rights.
Every citizen must make time for a cup of tea with any visitor.
Our law protects the rights of present and future generations: we will leave this island as we would hope to find it.
All forms and levels of education should be free and made easily accessible for people of all ages.
All the island shall be wheelchair accessible, and where not possible, the disabled shall be carried shoulders aloft.
Everyone should be treated with respect and dignity no matter what race, religion, gender or nationality they are.
equal rights for everyone regardless of sexuality.
The elderly shall be cared for and respected.
All materials used shall be from sustainable sources and all waste shall be recyclable.
Nowhereisland will actively prevent waste in the form of garbage and plastic from ending up in its surrounding
waters.

For every right citizens have there shall be an equal and corresponding responsibility towards others.
All Citizens shall be given the opportunity to as much education as they see fit!
None shall ever go hungry, ever!
Every garden should have at least one fruit tree.
Guns shall be banned from all areas of Nowhereisland.
Every Nowherian shall be encouraged to follow their dreams.
All children will be taught how to grow fruit and vegetables.
Landfills will be abolished & all waste will be reused, recycled or composted.
Each citizen should have the option of either working 5 normal days, or 4 days with long hours and have a 3-day
weekend.
Sport shall be used for fun & recreational use only, and not exploited with sponsorships.
Growing up should be optional.
Violence and weapons are prohibited.
Children should be safe at all times in the island.
Deliberately misleading or false advertising shall be considered the crime of fraud.
Every child will have time in its curriculum to do nothing and learn how to be bored.
Our law will allow anyone to become a citizen as long as they believe in being human.
Everyone should take responsibility for themselves, and be respectful to others.
If you have good news, tell someone; if someone wants to tell you their good news: stop, listen, and be happy for
them.
Everyone on Nowhereisland should own and take care of at least one plant.
There will be no plastic bags
All shades of grey banned.
Nowhereisland will never enter the Eurovision song contest to avoid any embarrassment.
Every Government decision must be approved (or otherwise) by a 'Common Sense Committee' before becoming
law.
That no corporations be allowed the right of personhood. And that we consider if they (corporations) be allowed at
all.
Do not be mean to one another.
Citizens shall respect all living creatures.
Every Nowherian shall have the inviolable freedom to choose his or her religious beliefs without let or hindrance.
Any kind of bullying or harassment is not allowed, everyone has the right to be treated fairly and equally.
Heat magazine, Closer magazine and the Daily Mail would be illegal - they spread hate and bitterness.
Nowhereisland shall not have any state religion, official religion, established church or state church.
Every citizen should treat every day as their last. Respect every living creature, be happy and love the natural world.
The environment will be part of life and not a commodity.
It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice.
Sex should be allowed between men and women, men and men, women and women. NO. LABELS SUCH AS GAY,
STRAIGHT OR BI.
Everyone shall give their dogs and cats a big hug before bedtime.
Regardless of colour or creed, we are all beautiful and unique, for those who disagree, you need not apply here,
peace.
There will be a Library with paper books, without censorship or bias and free for everyone.
With sufficient guidelines and regulations, Euthanasia will be legal to those who request it.
We can only have our rights if we fulfil our responsibilities, this may involve picking up our own litter.
The prejudice that one branch of learning is superior to another will be discouraged.
Everyone must maintain one plant per year.
Politicians shall not apply different standards to their own conduct and the conduct of others especially over
taxation.
All people shall celebrate other's successes and encourage their achievements.
There will be no labels used, regardless of colour or sexuality, we are all equal citizens of Nowhereisland.
Smoking banned in all public places. Freedom to pollute your own body. is respected but not that of others.
A yearly celebration, spanning 7 days, celebrating the islands history, culture and people.
The State will restrict activities that may destroy species, ecosystems, or alter natural cycles. (h/t Ecuador).
We should all take the time to appreciate the beauty around us. Work-life balance must be sacred.
No money, No currency, no wealth, no rich, no poor. Make, Share, Exchange. If nothing works, pay in bear hugs.
free musical instruments and lessons for all children.
Everyone's cultural and religious beliefs are to be respected and we should not face any persecution for them.
Judges allowed to use common sense in trials.
Animals should be respected as anyone should be as you should respect yourself.
All mental health would be free to all citizens and with no stigmatism.. Mental health workers would be recognized
for their work and paid accordingly.
We shall forever remember the tragic origin of the island and the climate change that made its construction
possible.

Street Art will be legal and encouraged for all so as to create a bright environment.
On Nowhereisland the only fuel needed should be our imaginations.
Consideration to each other.
The death penalty would be prohibited. no guns would be allowed on Nowhereisland.
Homeless people will not be marginalised - they will be listened to.
Every home to have solar panels and wind turbines to be as self sufficient as possible and free Wi-Fi to aid
education!
The sound of children's laughter to be positively encouraged.
There will be no money on Nowhereisland, instead we will revert to bartering & swapping for our goods and
services.
All convicted criminals must practice a trade to better society (carpentry, plumbing, etc.
There will be no CCTV or other state sanctioned surveillance.
All government software will be open-source. We will use, create, improve and freely share software.
Education establishments will base teaching on the knowledge and belief that the arts benefit learning of every
kind.
Animals should have equal rights.
Please let common sense prevail!
When homesickness is experienced all citizens will acknowledge and respect this feeling as a strength and not a
weakness
All Nowherians will be tolerant of others' ideas and freely forgive. No blocking of the sky will be permitted.
Nowherians will watch no more than 1 hr of television per day and instead will use their imagination and explore
outside.
Art will have aesthetic not monetary value.
Every citizen is allowed at least 3 hours a week to be as random as they wish.
We should introduce oral history, to pass our island stories from the old to young, paying respect to each's
experience.
Television broadcasting based in Nowhereisland must be free from advertisement breaks. We're all sick of go
compare man.
Teachers will not carry the blame for the mistakes of the parents.
Education is a priority and resources are to be provided to make this happen.
Squatters will NOT have rights.
Nowhereisland shall not join the Euro.
Stephen Fry to be Nowhereisland's representative to the universe.
There shall be no armed forces whatsoever… Any attackers shall be repelled using sarcasm and humour.
everyone will respect man, woman and children equally regardless of colour or creed.
Allotments shall be provided for every single person and free seeds and plants.
The constitution of Nowhereisland is continually open to change in accordance with the needs of its citizens.
Everyone in Nowhereisland should approach/treat a fellow-citizen with courtesy and respect.
We have no need for money or capitalism
No man is an island- Nowherians will aim to remember this in their everyday lives.
Shelter animals only! No puppy mills or breeding farms allowed!
Race, Religion, Gender, Sexual Orientation, Economic Background. Everything is equal on Nowhereisland.
One night a week should be kept aside for outdoor activity time/family walk/neighbours interaction.
Any spare walls shall be covered in chalk boards to allow for erasable graffiti.
Hugs to replace hand shaking
No one shall be allowed to work after 14:00 on a Friday
In Car Entertainment shall only be audible 'in car'. Nobody on the outside of the vehicle needs to hear it.
Marriage will be legal between two people who love each other, regardless of their sexual identity.
Every Nowherian has a right to be nowhere even if others think they should be somewhere.
Respect
Be polite to the people on the island. Everybody has to tell the truth.
The nation should be carbon neutral
Each citizen has the freedom to dispose of his own life.
Have a running track in every town so that bored children can have fun!!
Nowhereisland will not buy things it can't afford or lend money. Therefore we will never have an economic crisis.
Scientology will be banned on Nowhereisland and Scientologists will not be able to come within 5 miles of the
island
There shall be hammocks for the homeless.
Fair trade and pro human rights!
Nowherians will cherish education and success will be measured on an individual basis.
People should all respect each other.
Healthy food to be affordable for all and an apple should not cost more than a chocolate bar.
Anyone leaving any electrical item on stand-by shall be made to generate their wasted electricity on an exercise
bike.

No one should be forced to wear shoes or socks
There will be jobs for all and someone for every job on Nowhereisland. It will not tolerate benefit layabouts :)
Every Nowherian will be equal
Religion will have no influence on law or governance, but all are free to practise however they choose.
Spending half a million quid building a floating island should be encouraged.
EVERY ONE should have the right to have a fair amount of food and water. NO ONE should be judged by what they
look like
All citizens shall be taught the art of debate so that we can all take part in effective discussions.
The arts and science should be seen as one and work in harmony for a more proactive and forward thinking
outcome.
Every Nowherian has the right and responsibility to give meaning to his own life for the greater good of humanity.
Openness and friendship to all
poo sticks and puddle jumping to become Nowhereisland national sports.
All citizens will put NWI on their passports as place of residence (and be allowed to smile on the photo)
Cold-calling and tele-marketing to solicit business is not permitted
Flag placed at centre of island at all times - the TRUE Middle of Nowhere
Throwing away of plastic bags into waters, tree branches, etc. is punishable by some hours of community service.
Live by the 'pay it forward' concept
Always help someone in need out, without wanting something back. We'll just have an island of good deeds :D
Nowherians are obligated to help each other in all situations. And share their experiences, wisdom, and patience
and wine.
Let all food be Real, and let there be Joy in it.
Whichever Nowherian cooks, won't have to clear up or stack the dishwasher.
All politicians work for the citizens, earning average wage based on good performance or get sacked
Any question posed to a citizen shall be answered honestly, or not at all.
Playing an Instrument should be encouraged
Passports should come with customisable covers featuring famous Nowhereisland art, selected by the citizens.
Investigative journalism shall be encouraged - celebrity gossip and tabloid sensationalism shall be discouraged.
School will start when children are ready. It will be about learning and teaching, not targets. Any age can go to
school
Young people should devote a couple of hours each week to helping the elderly.
As Nowhereisland is...well...an island, plans should be put in place for the protection and care of marine life also.
Bullying will not be tolerated and we are equal!
Nowhereisland should have no armed forces of any kind. All firearms should be banned.
Tolerance
Every citizen should commit one random act of kindness a day
Nowhereisland is smoke-free.
The person entering the nasty n ---er posts is not allowed anywhere near our lovely island.
On Nowhereisland you shouldn't be afraid to make yourself heard, no matter your message, despite disagreement
to it.
Brussels big wigs cannot interfere with our constitution in any way.
Nowherians should tell their family they love them everyday
Career protesters or 'Wasters', will be thrown off the island.
There shall be no TOWIE, nor any other stupid reality shows.
A child's belief will be just as important as any adults.
every citizen has the right to a peaceful existence
Nobody is allowed to read The Sun.
Be kind and respect others, and be thankful for what you have.
Everybody has to be respected the way you respect yourself. Obey the rules [do not hurt or destroy the island, no
crimes or hurting other people]..
Internet will be a free service to all citizens and publicly available.
All buses shall run on time.
Nowherians shall care for their bodies and ban plastic surgery.
Nowhereisland shall be towed north between November and February so the inhabitants can experience a real
winter.
The usage of 'lol', 'reem' and other such text & slang phrases will be strictly prohibited on Nowhereisland.
Eurovision, reality show and garbage TV to be banned
Everyone must be free to make up their own minds about the world.
Every citizen is an immigrant.
Nowhereisland will have no religion
Recycling will be mandatory
Ecocide - the mass destruction of the environment - is to be recognised as an international crime against peace
Don't harm nature
We need a flag

Gross national happiness shall always be a more important measure than Gross Domestic Product.
The educational potential of every person will be considered to be infinity
Everyone has the right to rest, leisure, and to pursue the activity he fancies the most
No government will tell education and the arts that they should be "like businesses" or "more business-like".
Always Welcome Friends With A Smile
The island will not be sunk at the end of the games and will live forever
Every citizen has the right to not feel bullied or oppressed.
Nowherians use wind power on windy days and solar on sunny days.
The weekend is 3 days, Saturday to Monday inclusive
Cheese, lots of cheese.
Nowhereisland should set itself as a model for all other nations in the world to live by.
All citizens shall know how to swim.
Be excellent to each other
Every child is to be free from religious indoctrination and positively encouraged to ask questions and think freely.
Every citizen to get 1 free visit to the cinema every month on the island.
Everyone shall have freedom to speak and be heard
The National Drink will be water.
Everyone should recognise their role as an educator and share themselves and their ideas in society wherever
possible
All homes to have enough space to grow their own food, or allotments provided for apartments.
Every child should not be around smokers or harmful drugs, you can have drugs but only if they are medicine!
We the people will do our utmost to make everyone part of the community and truly recognize a deep sense of
belonging.
We believe in our constitution. We will advocate and agitate for other nations to adopt our chosen propositions.
The constitution of Nowhereisland will not use gendered language because it values all genders.
Children should have the right of voice, to be able to have some say in what happens to their education, recreation,
etc.
for everyone to except everyone no mater what colour there skin or what religion they are or not, and for music to
play
I wish for an island where everyone smiles and cannot be otherwise as there are no ways to feel sad and gloomy
Happiness
every week everyone meets to do an art project to meet new people, make friends & to learn to respect other
people's ideas.
Everyone is equal.
Phone boxes shall be painted blue, so that when entering one you get a slight thrill that it might be the actual
TARDIS
It is the inalienable right of every man to wear his shirt outside his trousers and to go without a tie
All citizens must be entirely carbon neutral - getting all power from the sun, wind, and other renewable sources.
Women will learn to work the toilet seat. If it's up, put it down. You never hear men complain that you've left it
down.
All beer must be real ale, and no lager.
Education for all who want's it and teaching to solve problems and not just for exams
Do to others, as you would have done to you
High taxes on mass purchases of fake tan and foundation; no Nowherian should have the same skin tone as a
basketball.
Citizens of Nowhereisland shall never be excluded, anywhere in the world, as anywhere could be nowhere!
Anyone who plays a musical instrument should be cherished and their creativity celebrated
Every citizen must use please & thank you where appropriate..
Laugh at the cults of celebrity and designer labels. Endorse and value individuality..
Everyone should have a good home.
Elderly people should devote a couple of hours each week to helping the young
Creativity will be valued in all individuals regardless of educational achievements.
Citizens have the right to be fully informed about the true country of origin of their food & ingredients in their food.
All education should strive to open minds and show possibility. Independent and thoughtful citizens are what we
seek.
every person should be heard.
Hot tubs for all
All politicians to. show they can survive on the minimum wage, and there shall be no homelessness on this island.
the Nowherian currency shall be a commodity that can be made by a common worker
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider others as better than yourselves.
all marriage allowed. period.
Love nature, love & respect each other - Equally. Mission: Show the world how to live & let live. And save planet
Earth
One day a week there should be a film projected in the open for the community of Nowhereisland to watch.

No cars on the Island; cinema for free!
All parents to be held accountable for their children, no matter how well they behave.
No film will ever be 'rebooted.'
There shall be no discrimination against any creed, colour, race or sex.
The island will have its own laws which will be agreed upon by the majority: we will live by the rule of these laws
we shall only use renewable energy sources.
We shall immediately forego our right to enrich our own Uranium, to set an example to other nations.
The teaching of handwriting shall be mandatory in all schools, that none shall have to resort to "text speak".
Light pollution must be kept to a minimum at night to allow clear views of the beautiful night sky.
Blue sky thinking, touching base; heads up, sense check and all other forms of management speak should be
punished
Give young people the chance to show what they can offer our society.
Everyone should spend one waking hour each day without speaking, but reading, listening & thinking.
Everyone will be encouraged to study at least one foreign language up to the age of 18.
Bullying will not be tolerated
Respect all others as equals.
Own currency with fundamental aim of not making a profit but benefiting all citizens. No bonus for managers of
bank
Free education up to degree level, compulsory education or work skills until 16. Everybody leaves education with
enough
Parliamentary members are randomly selected citizens, can serve up to 8 years and can be removed by public vote
after 2 years.
No matter what country you come from or your skin colour we need to come together as one big friendship chain!
No ignoring people's problems!.
A good education for all children! No children given up on because they are deemed difficult or stupid.
Children have right to adequate food, water, clothing, education, shelter & med. care to ensure their well-being.
All power required should be generated on the island or from the surrounding sea.
All citizens should try their best to give at least one hug a day and smiles are free for all.
All mothers to be revered and treasured for bringing up a nation of beautiful people
Neither Jedwood nor Simon Cowell to be permitted within 100 miles of NWI
Nowhereisland will be a place where no-one is ever left to face old age alone and uncared for.
To pass someone in need without asking what I can do to help, shall be considered a crime punishable by education
Everyone contributes to supplying food, everyone shares the food, and no-one goes hungry
We must all promise not to get cross with any other islands that appear to have more and/or better stuff than us.
Cafes and restaurants are required to have more than one vegetarian option, and must put some actual thought
into it.
The practice of sitting outside on the grass to work on sunny days will be actively encouraged
Nowherians' wellbeing will be protected through a system of responsibilities to one another, not individual rights.
There should be an art university on the island
Coffee to be served for all at 11am, and tea at 4pm, to allow socialising and sport
We shall have time smile and say hello And time to watch the flowers grow
Anyone who buys into ludicrous or insulting conspiracy theories shall be forced to wear a silly hat in public.
There shall be no state welfare and if you want money you go out and work for it
The Olympic games will not be held on Nowhereisland.
Nowhereisland should be a nation that has government - not the other way around.
the islanders should make, design and choose the flag
Islanders should read a good book, go to theatre and visit an art gallery each year to build cultural awareness (min).
TREAT OTHERS AS YOU WISH TO BE TREATED TO BE ADHERED TO AT ALL TIMES.
No-one ever to be mean to children or animals.
Rich people must share their money with poor people so they can buy food, water and shelter
Your sexuality will never be a crime, a detriment, or anyone else's business.
All forms of cheese shall be legalised
National flag should be a 3 dimensional kite to establish a difference with the other nations!.
The right to bear arms … that is the right to wear no clothing on your arms if you wish.
Everyone's opinions should be considered and discussed regardless of age
Free hugs
The accepted working week shall be Monday through Thursday, with three days rest and recreation for all citizens
Minimal use of cars, lorries and other vehicles on the island so that damage to the environment is limited.
All Nowherians and non citizens will be treated with the utmost respect.
Nowhereisland recognises that power corrupts. No person or institution should have too much.
All electricity that is utilized anywhere on Nowhereisland or within its waters will be derived from renewable sources.
No animal shall become sacred.
Every citizen has the same rights and liabilities that others citizens, but this time for real
Always ask the question, Is this kind?

All government policy will be based on the assumption that healthy and vibrant communities are centred on the
arts.
Bullies will be banished
Tax-free pensions for senior citizens
'Live' 'Love' 'Laugh'
Do as ye will - harm none" What more is there to say?
diffability not disability … respect others
Children should show respect to there middle aged. parents when they dance like when they were teenagers.
We will build and eat a lot of healthy food
Random acts of kindness should be committed daily
House keys banned, it should be safe to leave doors unlocked. If you want privacy, hang a Do Not Disturb sign on
door.
Everyone Shall Strive To Perfect Their Morality.
Play nice
Citizens of age should sample wine from every continent.
People will be Valued and Not Needed
Every citizen will learn a musical instrument.
Nowhereisland should make learning swimming compulsory.
There should be no religion. Religion is the cause for too many ills in this world have Faith in yourself and each other
Double episodes of Coronation St, Eastenders, Emmerdale, etc. should not be permitted.
Every Friday shall be forever be fancy dress Friday.
Ugg boots are banned
All chickens must be named Fred.
We shall be twinned with places with humorous names such as Muff, Crackpot and Shitterton
All customer care phonelines will be manned by local people not automated systems.
No one will own a dog without a license and inspection of premises, and no dogs will be sold in shops or online.
No private firms that will exploit natural resources and grow richer than the community
Classical musicians to be famous for ability not looks
Animals should roam free without fear of humans or desecration of their natural habitat
Everyone should remember that they are a unique individual with skills and talents of their own.
Children will learn the correct use of 'rights and respect' and not automatically demand them.
Free Bus service for all, that goes nowhere and everywhere.
Nowherians cherish listening
Respect other people and respect property. Everyone should work together. Everyone should work together.
everybody can have education
No discrimination based on gender, ethnicity, race, religion, socioeconomic class or sexual orientation
The right to freedom of choice as long as it doesn't harm others.
Everyone can vote.
Any building we erect, any services or information we provide, will be accessible to people with disabilities
Arranged marriage (by someone other than those getting married) is forbidden.
All citizens of Nowhereisland will do everything in their power to conserve and respect the islands' natural
resources.
Every Nowherian has the opportunity to learn to play any musical instrument
Arts and education bodies will not be asked to demonstrate the "relevance" of what they do as a condition of
funding.
No racism shall be tolerated
No messing with the animals
No littering
Each lonely/depressed person to be given a donkey to care for.
Everyone should have a cuddly teddy to sleep with.
No one shall have the need or greed to own more than one house.
No cars or vehicles allowed. Only water floaties with propellers. You have to swim everywhere that you go.
Nowherians should be allowed to have their cake and eat it!
Nowherians shall have daily picnics with plenty of sunshine, gentle breezes and no ants.
Work will be started at 10am in winter (to avoid the hideous 6.30am waking) and 8am in summer (to get it out of the
way)
Mahatma Ghandi. said: 'You must be the change you want to see in the world.' Nowherians should live by this.
Realise that all the propositions for this Utopian Island can be applied to our own countries - everyone persevere!
equality of opportunity.
Everything sent from eBay or Amazon to Nowhereisland should be by free P&P and guaranteed next day delivery.
Nowhereisland shall relocate to the Caribbean
Everyone will aim to maximise everyone's happiness and minimise anyone's suffering and will live accordingly,
Now&Here.
We should have poetry taped to every lamp-post, tree, road sign, etc.

Senior leadership positions will be allocated like jury duty, no-one can campaign for a position of high power
No censorship
All religions will be privatised. No religion or philosophical view will be privileged or discriminated.
No tiers of leadership - a truly equal society based on contribution not greed
Farts are funny & should be laughed at. Silent but deadly ones must be admitted to allow victims to escape the
stench.
I am a Police Inspector. I wish to protect the citizens of Nowhereisland by consent and not by force. I am here to
serve
Nobody should need money.
Minimum wage shall include a glass of pure fruit juice each day, and carbonated drinks shall be onerously taxed.
All residents should exercise everyday and should not smoke so the need for an NHS is reduced
Text speak/writing should be completely banned with heavy punishment and extra schooling for repeat offenders.
Everyone must own a Living Creature. E.g. Dog or Chicken. To understand & feel the bond possible between
Human & Animal.
No monies shall be collected/spent for any public office election campaign that all shall be accorded the same
privilege
Twitter and Facebook shall have no connectivity with the island, to encourage real conversation
Learning to be currency. We learn off the old and revere their wisdom and learn off the young and revere their
energy
Only people who accept all others will be allowed citizenship.
No politicians allowed on the island, to help cut down corruption.
Radio stations will play whole pieces of music, not just the 'nice' slow parts
Parents who cause their children to become obese should be considered guilty of child cruelty.
Green space will have priority over urban sprawl. More trees please
All fast food chain restaurants will be banned.
Free Beer and Curry on Fridays!
The guiding principle should be common sense
Free health care.
All citizens, wherever they are in the world, should plant a tree every year.
Learning is valued on Nowhereisland. Citizens respect all learning, informal or formal and search for new
opportunities
Nowhereisland takes the White Ribbon pledge not to commit, condone or stay silent about violence against
women.
No ignoring people's problems.
Always be very kind and respectful. 3: Do not judge people for their skin colour.
Everybody has to tell the truth on the Island. Anyone who disobeys the rules gets sent away from the Island. You
have to respect the property of the Island.
Arts shall be understood to be at least as valuable as sciences and other material pursuits.
Subjugation of any group based on gender, race, religion, ideology, socioeconomic class, or sexual pref. is illegal.
marriage between any gender or gender variant is legal
Everyone has a say in things.
People should be able to buy what they need with stories instead of money.
The national flag will always be created using 100% recycled materials.
NowhereIsland citizenship is open to anyone who has a well founded fear of persecution in the land of their birth.
Propositions for this constitution shall be "liked", "disliked" or. "felt somewhat ambivalent about".
Each time we meet, face-to-face or online, we will greet one another warmly, as a mark of respect, goodwill and
unity.
We shall not tolerate any censorship under any circumstance.
No child should be beaten in an attempt to stop Civil Disobedience.
Nowherians will be admired for their good manners and frequent use of the words please and thank you!
Free healthcare available to all
only green energy should be used and more money invested in research
We should invite a well known artist to come and do finger painting with us every third Saturday of the month.
Keep Nowhereisland - Do not break it up
Nowhereisland will be a place tolerant of all ages, races, heights, and weight...
All farm crops shall be vertically grown and farmers should use solar powered jet packs to take care of the crops
The national anthem will be upbeat and praise the citizens as much as the leader
Products containing palm oil should be banned from Nowhereisland.
Large BBQs. anytime the sun appears - work stops for sunshine and BBQs - the first to the grill starts cooking .
All areas shall be allowed free speech, whether the people, the press or the churches
Animals are equal to humans. Laws apply to all species which live on or in the immediate vicinity of Nowhereisland.
The uttering of the word "chillax" is punishable with being forced to watch 80's pop music videos for 12 hours
straight.

Handshakes/other greetings/goodbyes, will be replaced with hugs; bear hugs optional at the beginning and end of
each day
We must be reminded of our own insignificance and thus the importance of love.
Age shall not exist for citizens of Nowhereisland.
Democracy.
An autistic person’s point of view should be listened to and celebrated, not seen as too “different”.
Free food for poor people.
There will be no sexual abuse.
There will be an annual excursion to Tolpuddle Festival.
Bigger Royal Festival!
No royal family.
Rents will be controlled – 10% minimum wage.
Drones (UAVs) banned.
Set up our own DNS server.
Never block any website.
24 hour childcare by fun people.
Our very first foreign policy aim will be to discover or invent a new colour. Or to say we have, but not show it at all.
The Nowhereisland national football team will never go out of the World cup on penalties. Ever.
We should explore alternative, participatory forms of democracy
Words will have their original meaning; bad will mean the opposite of good; gay will mean happy; wicked will mean
evil.
Cultural differences accepted by all. National or local. Big or Small.
art and music are an essential part of everyday life, and courtesy is mandatory for all citizens of Nowhereisland.
Be friendly
Just be nice, folks.
Love is love: whatever gender, race, sexuality, class or appearance a person may be. Marriage for all reflects this.
Everyone is entitled to a free drink after work, and the nation is based on ingenuity and being eco friendly
The government will not interfere with the marriage of same sex couples or opposite sex couples.
A tree will be planted on Nowhereisland in the spring of each year.
Tall people should stand at the back of gatherings
Equality for all - then all will prosper. people to be judged on merit and nothing else.
Every teacher will be qualified to communicate enthusiasm for and knowledge of more than one art form.
The Island is a place for dreaming and creation; as wanderers we do not judge.
All residents of Nowhereisland should master the Nowherian language & 2 other languages, one of them being
Esperanto.
Intellectual, political and religious freedom for all
All trusted people on the island and therefore no locks on any door!!!! (well maybe the public toilet!)
All food will be organically grown … no chemicals or pesticides here!!
No bullying will ever take place on nowhere island and everyone will be treated equally
No bonuses for bankers - why should they get bonuses when people doing worthier jobs like saving people's lives
do not?
No littering allowed.
Every child will be read to each night and kissed goodnight
Every Nowherian will have a garden
When in doubt, or a call of judgment needs to be made, the kettle is put on
All wildlife on Nowhereisland shall be protected
Bigger windows for all - let the light in!
No worrying! Together we will resolve all problems.
Knowledge must be shared; every citizen 30 years of age or older must donate at least one day of his/her time each
month to teach something to interested residents.
As much Fruit and Veg as possible to be grown on island and fairly distributed to all residents. Allotments
encouraged.
Tax avoidance schemes shall be prohibited
All elders will be shown respect and cared for in times of need
Monthly citizen get togethers are mandatory, everyone must bring at least one dish to the table.
Every citizen will form a type of salutation to greet each other as a sign of respect for being a citizen.
Everyone should aim to perform one act of kindness a day and write it down to remind themselves of the good they
do.
For every nice thing someone does to you, you must do a nice thing for three more people
The only forms of transport on or around the Island will be walking, cycling, sailing or other human powered
transport. Large and bulky goods that need to be transported will be moved by the collective power of Nowherians.
Citizens of Nowhereisland shall know how to disappear and reappear, in case they need to be Somewhere.
Science will be a cornerstone of all policy. Nowhereisland citizens will be free from irrationality and superstition.
The national anthem of Nowhereisland, once devised, should be sung however a singer wants to sing it.

TV will absolutely & totally never, ever, under no circumstances whatsoever show any reality TV. SAY NO TO BIG
BRO et al
Prisons shall me minimalistic and prisoners will be required to contribute to society in some form during their term.
To prevent totalitarian government, a three power checks and balances system will maintain public political control
There shall be an annual arts festival for the Citizens of The Island, run by the creative minds of The Island
GSM signal blockers to be fitted in all cinemas, that the cinematographic experience is not diluted by talk.
Our Ambassadors will be picked by consensus of citizens, and shall all wear yellow shoes, that we may be known at
once.
No office holder shall live better than those they represent for representation shall be of/by & for the people.
The nation shall oppose all human rights abuses, even those of its nearest neighbour and allies.
Public transport to be given precedence over private
Everyone to live their life in total respect for everyone elses
There shall be no war on drugs … only an open and honest debate.
Growers and farmers will be paid fairly for their produce and intensive farming will be outlawed.
Treat everyone as you would like to be treated
Citizens should never experience adverse consequences for questioning those in power
Free healthcare.
An over flight by any aircraft. will be seen as a hostile act and the pilot will be given a severe talking to
Be yourself, don't be like everybody else, be different
Respect everyone and look after nature. Treat people how you would like them to treat you. Always have a reason
to do some thing.
Citizenship: we are not owners but care-takers, may we do so with respect for all living things
Everyone can have Education.
If two adults want to get married, they can do so.
Nowhereisland will strive to be represent and speak for populations that have less of a voice in our world.
We shall not need any army.
Seek enjoyment and happiness in all that we do whilst retaining the right to feel a bit 'miffed' if we want.
No prime minister will attempt to court voter popularity by claiming to like current pop groups.
The island shall be situated in a mainly sunny part of the world, about 25 degrees with a gentle breeze.
No one will judge you if you have stubbly legs teamed with a bikini
Wind farms will double up as propellers to navigate the seas so residents can travel the world without leaving NWI
Free education
Nowhereisland should be a place to rest, a place where one can go to and forget about every trouble in life.
Flexible working hours should be permitted to ease stress and congestion and put an end to '9 to 5'
Should have a concert each week where a citizen can choose the artist
Children should be able to go to school in the summer holidays if they want. (Counts everywhere else in the world!)
The physical territory of Nowhereisland shall not be a jetty or mooring for luxury yachts
Nowherians Should attempt to be the kindest most gentile understanding people on this wet planet. And are great
cooks.
Any citizen wishing to celebrate Christmas should be confined to solitary for starting their celebrations before 1st
Dec
Each shall treat all others whom they encounter, as they themselves would wish to be treated.
The song Nowhere Man by The Beatles shall be the national anthem.
Citizens will be allowed to make unwise decisions; within reason...
There will be no loopholes or outright laws. The legal system will be flexible so that criminals can't contort round it.
No matter which system of government, the press are to adopt a cynical standpoint to it at all times.
Nowhereisland should be a secular island but multi-culturalism should be encouraged
No facebook or similar - our friends will be the real people we actually know, love and spend time with.
Making love should be the national sport.
All people shall be treated equally
All islanders required to hug the first 'stranger' they see each day
Vegetarians to be banned from try to lay the guilt trip on meat eaters!
Everyone is required to at least TRY to love others, including animals and even icky spiders.
Art will be or everyone to see and not kept inside. this goes for all types of art
Armed Forces only to use paintball guns!
The Police are to be respected.
Examinations to have pass and fail - children need to know failure to make them stronger.
Monsters hiding under beds are strictly outlawed.
The pursuit of happiness will always be encouraged.
Serving and former soldiers will be welcomed and celebrated for all they have given and endured.
Music shall be encouraged at any given opportunity to brighten up the lives of all.
Siestas are an important part of the day.
Parliament cannot change the constitution without a public referendum.

Education shall be free and universal. It shall not be subject to economic ends, but develop excellence in each
person.
Proper recycling facilities in place! If it can't be recycled or used for something else, then keep it off the island.
We all have free education
Corporate entities and other organized groups are not "persons" & are not eligible for citizenship.
Every Nowherian should gaze at the sky at least once a day and remember how amazing and beautiful life is.
Every Nowherian has the Right to be naked in public. The state shall not punish any 'indecency' or 'obscenity'.. .
Violence is forbidden.
No government will regard the arts and education as the workhorses of business and commerce.
You must leave only footprints, not rubbish
Everybody is a child no matter haw old they are
Every child should be hugged and told that they are loved every day.
There should be no loan sharks
Peace
Every citizen to practice kindness
Every citizen should spend one day a year volunteering for something with a positive environmental outcome
Children will given the opportunity to find the medium to express themselves creatively, as individuals and in groups
Schoolchildren should be thought the difference between an island and a barge with rocks on.
There should be a different National Anthem each day (or week) so that all sorts of musical tastes can be
represented.
All pets should receive free veterinary care
No Drones over our airspace.
Anyone is welcome on Nowhereisland. Citizens have the right to be unhappy about anyone's presence, but not to
bully them.
Farm animals shall not be fed bone meal or animal fat products or derivative products thereof
The weather shall always be sunny and there will be no flies! I hate flies.
We shall have nothing in our houses that we do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful
Cannabis should be controlled and legal
The constitution will never be held more important than any living being in the nation.
Mediums and clairvoyants are never allowed to practice on Nowhereisland as they ARE NOT REAL and talk rubbish
Any self-proclaimed expert/guru in a nonsense field like Astrology is not welcome here on Nowhereisland
You shall believe in honesty when you are up a tree, And in sincerity when you are at sea.
On Fridays and Saturdays no one has to work it is time for music and dancing
Alcohol, tobacco and drug use affects the user mostly and they should therefore have a right to decide for
themselves
It shall be illegal to call '50 Shades of Grey' literature.
'Scripted reality' TV shows should not be permitted, as they are a ridiculous contradiction and dull the senses
Life, liberty and peace (vita, libertatem et pacem) should be our nations motto and creed
Nowhereisland should be a living reminder of how crucial glaciers are for our existence and of climate change.
All visitors must submit to being tickled for thirty seconds before admittance. Reciprocation is encouraged
Everyone should help produce what they consume or use.
The use of the word 'normal' prohibited because there is no such thing
Everyone is equal, wisdom is a gift to be shared, truth, love and respect for each other and our world always.
Respect, peaceful living and equality to all residents on the island
Food shall not be tampered with. No E's, no colouring, no added fat just food.
Love each other deeply. For love stops many transgressions of humanity
Capitalism should be abandoned for a more equal system of enjoying the planet's wealth for everyone.
No citizen will be patronised or looked down upon for his religious beliefs or lack thereof.
Free swimming pass for all Islanders!
Instead of demolishing the island into pieces - plant a forest on it.
Recycling is mandatory for all citizens. The goal of each citizen should be zero waste.
Prioritise public transport. Publicly owned railways, and more local schemes for walking, cycling and bus travel
Everyone should have a fair amount of food and water. No one should be judged by the way they look.
Everyone will work together and not be treated badly.
All materials need to be from sustainable sources
Every Nowherian shall be free.
Three-day weekends for all.
All activities and plans should be "Marine Life Friendly"
Above all else, we shall be kind.
The ethics of permaculture—Earth Care, People Care, and Fair Share—should form a foundation for the society.
Citizens will treat natural resources with thought towards impact on human an animal species, together, in best
interest
Nowhereisland will have the right to breath clean air and drink clean water, and fight those who dirty those things.
Every company will have one or more representatives from the arts and education on their governing board.

If you do not recognise everyone is equal in law you have no place on NOWHEREISLAND
Footballers (and other sports people) shouldn't be paid more money than helpful jobs, for just playing a game.
Laughter will rule
Renewable energy projects should always include the local residents as beneficiaries in any generated
energy/income.
Gross National Happiness should be the ultimate goal - more important than Gross National Product
Have Non Uniform Day Every Day At School.
E-mails, texts, and phone calls shall not be routinely monitored or eavesdropped by the State of NWI
The should be no politicians
Everyone is equal
All citizens should be afforded equality. Wealth, class, race, gender, age - all these things will be irrelevant
Education will focus the development of depth-thinking. It will not just be preparation for the market place.
There will be a right to roam across the whole of Nowhereisland,
There shall be no suffix to NWI such as Ltd, SARL, Gmbh, plc, Corp, SA, Pte, LLP.
Nowhereisland is neither a golf course nor a helipad
Every citizen should read 'Animal Farm' and learn from it.
There shall be NO animal cruelty and if someone is cruel to animals the punishment will be what they did to that
animal!
Every citizen given two days each month, during the regular working week, to follow their dreams.
Nowhereisland recognises the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
FOOT Traffic only
Nowhere island shall be (illicit) drug free
All weights & measures shall return to a United Kingdom standard of, Yard, Feet, Inches, Gallons, Pints..
obligatory and free education until 18 years old. free universal health care. arts & sports a must. NO McDonalds,
KFC etc..
Extremism shall be banned to the most extreme degree.
Citizens shall never be forced to be anywhere against their will, they have the right to be, yes to be, be nowhere!
Every day at 12 noon, all citizens should stop whatever they are doing and go and hug the nearest person to them.
Should Piers Morgan set foot on Nowhereisland he shall be immediately destroyed in a controlled explosion.
It shall be illegal for squirrels to drive any motorised vehicle; however, they shall be encouraged to ride bicycles.
All land should be free, and each citizen is responsible for building and maintaining their own home
Religion shall not be taught to children in schools, but can be taught in churches when mature enough to
understand it.
Correct spelling and grammar should be upheld and enforced at all times.
Rolf Harris as patron saint of the island.
Constructive criticism is welcomed. But only after noting of three positive items
Anything new is to be welcomed and not looked upon as a threat.
There shall be no need for moaning about everything just accept things and carry on
Do unto others as you would have undone to yourself
Politicians will be selected by conscription and will be appointed after passing a suitability exam.
Respect is to be a standard and will be independent of age, education, looks, height and genetics
National Positive Reinforcement Scheme: We focus on rewarding those who do good, not on punishing those who
do wrong.
The apostrophe will be loved and used correctly on Nowhereisland.
If you don't like it then leave
25 days paid leave per year with an additional 15 'Duvet. Days' to take as and when desired.
Nowherians will commit to 100% renewable energy
Being a citizen is a privilege and carries equal weights of rights and duties to all.
The principle of unity is to be the foundation for all social, economic or other frameworks created by the nation
Every Wednesday will, from this day hence, be official nowhere laugh day, it is mandatory to tell at least one joke!
I will respect the environment and No one will be homeless.
Every child under 18 has the right to U.N.C.R.C rights for children!
There should be an ice cream shop there with chocolate and mint choc chip ice cream in it with flakes and sweets on
top.
The people who inhabit Nowhereisland are its soul, its spirit, and its life
Nowhereisland’s tempo is allegro moderato
Comprehensive Sexuality Education shall be taught at school.
Each Nowherian will receive tools that aid exploration. These tools include notebooks, writing utensils, and cameras.
We will use each other’s strengths, experience and skills for the benefit of the island development.
Every Nowherian has the right to access a book club.
Every Nowherian is endowed with the highest forms of Freedom. The state shall not curb Freedom, but ensure it.
Nowhereisland should side with the 99% and should take a stance against the 1%.
No Costa Coffee shops are ever to be built on the island. Nor any fast food chains, major supermarkets, or pub
chains.

Animals are sentient beings, and should hold equal rights to human beings under our legal system.
No sweatshop clothes allowed
Imagine by John Lennon is the national anthem
There will be no 'man made' time on NWI. Watches will be banned the method of marking time shall be the sun and
Moon
There will be no advertising signs allowed on Nowhereisland; all advertising must be word of mouth.
All citizens should be made nit free before arrival.
A flame will be put in middle of NWI and it shall burn for 7days and 7 nights. On the last day there shall be a festival!
The national anthem is whatever song happens to be in your head at the time. (Jingles shall not be considered
'songs!)
EVERYONE SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO LEARN TO PLAY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Every night should be movie night!
There should be a free constant supply of Ben and Jerry's ice cream for all citizens.
There will be no prohibition or control of alcohol or drugs. All citizens will be free to consume what the please
Criminals will be dealt with via re-integration into the community in which they offended along with education &
support
Bullying is a serious offence by law but must be treated with empathy, the bully's position taken into consideration.
No state-funded faith schools shall be permitted, and collective prayer shall be forbidden in schools
Possession of small (1oz or less) amounts of cannabis for personal use shall not be a criminal offence.
Children will be allowed to play freely in big open meadows and skate parks
Religion and Spirituality is freely allowed but there must be a separation of Church and state.
Our first act as a nation should to be to declare war on the Swiss. But a sandwich war, in which we outsandwich
them.
Obesity shall be openly treated as a medical problem; not a cause for insult but not a taboo to bring up.
Anyone caught spitting, will be spit on by all other Nowherians
Everyone should have their own little garden to look after.
Citizens have an individual responsibility for their own results and a collective responsibility for those of others
Chocolate is given out free by the government, but only if the person is aged between 5 and 150
Those who would lead us to war shall be forever banished from this Island.
All residents create a free living environment where helping and sharing of goods and services is respected and
honoured
Incorrect use of the possessive apostrophe shall be punishable by expulsion from the island.
No cars or petrol stations!
A decision will never be taken by government, that the citizens themselves have not ratified
You can't become a nation by just building an army & a police, you need art … through books you can change
peoples minds
You can go to sleep in public without hassle
Equal Rights for all citizens!
500-mile exclusion zone from whaling around the island
We all be kind and don't be mean.
1. I shall be faire to everybody on the Island. 2. I shall be kind to people that have different skin.. .
1. Everyone has the right to live a free life. 2. Look after the environment and respect it as if it was a citizen of our
island..
Everyone should be allowed to use public places.
Everyone should be allowed on the island with no judgment about them
We will try our best to stop feuds and wars from happening, and try to live in peace.
The accepted working week shall be Monday through Thursday, with three days rest and recreation for all citizens.
Every Nowherian will own a garden.
No titles shall be granted.
No school or educational establishment will divide its teaching into either the sciences or the humanities.
Every pupil will learn about the traditions on which contemporary arts practice is based.
Support local small independent businesses, anything fairly/ethically traded, incl. British dairy, as much as possible.
The cost of water delivered to your home and the removal of the sewage should be the same for all our citizens.
All resources will be considered to be in finite supply so we must reuse this is a small island after all.
People in hospital should get a more friendly, comfier and a bigger environment.
Final celebrations should include bouncy castle for the adults not the kids!
A fair justice system
All smiles should be returned with a smile!
Every Nowherian must ride a bike once a month so they don't hate those who do it every day.
No tipping (for services) (nor fly)
Help the Hedgehogs
There should be no examinations but free drop-in educational and art activities for all ages
There shall be no airport taxes (or airport)
Corporations will not be given citizenship.

All wages are equal
All citizens and visitors will be encouraged to express themselves through art, without fear of judgment or prejudice
NWI is not a refuge or hideout for deposed dictators
All animals shall be treated to lots of love and weekly massages
No national religion. No national language. Whatever you believe and speak is just as valid as any other option.
I believe that all Nowherians will be treated as equals and no one shall be denied their human rights. Those who
require help the most shall receive it.
Legalised Cannabis.
All shall return to a bartering system, which is to say one's goods and services will be exchanged for another's.
There will be no religion of any kind. No harm will be done in the name of something of which there is no tangible
proof
All citizens must have basic skill to grow on food
There will be no standing army as diplomacy and transparency will be the way in which disputes are solved..
The business "Starbucks" shall be designated as the "Centre of the Axis of Evil" and is to be avoided at all costs.
Clothing shall be optional
Legalize Cannabis
All religions will be prohibited.
One day a year will be declared "toy day" all work is suspended and everyone brings a toy to work/school to share.
Citizens will have more 'freedoms from...' than 'freedoms to...'
Politicians, journalists, bankers and police are to be punished by having 50 shades audio book played to them
repeatedly
There will be no advertising industry
Bank Holidays will be granted whenever anyone as a half decent excuse for one.
The national sport of Nowhereisland shall be toe wrestling.
Burberry clothing to be banned
Socks and open toe sandals will be illegal
No Banks will be allowed, everybody can keep their money under the mattress it's much safer
All healthcare - medical, alternative and complementary - is free. Dangerous drugs are banned.
Nowhere Man by the Beatles shall be the national anthem
Everyone should contribute to all citizens through the development of community days.
You are can immigrate to island if you promise not to harm anyone or anything. Or can do some thing good. Even
small
All creatures will be safe and welcome on the island
No discrimination on the grounds of age, colour or religion. Respect for fellow citizens at all times. Just be happy. :)
All are equal
Always share and respect each other no arguing also help people if they have falling over. Help little kids if they
have lost their mum and dad.
EVERYBODY should have the right to have fresh food, water and clothes. AND I MEAN EVERYBODY.
All music and the learning of music should be free, to allow many to learn the arts and for it to flourish.
Non-biodegradable disposable products are banned
People with disabilities should have resources on the island
All physical structures must be sustainable
History of World Religions, Spiritual Traditions and Beliefs shall be taught at school.
A tree will be planted on Nowhereisland every time a baby will be born.
Prejudice and hate will not have a place in society and acceptance and love will be promoted.
All Nowherians will have equality of opportunity
The term "environmentally friendly" will be defined as having no net negative impact on the planet earth.
Nowhereisland's surrounding waters will be considered national park space to preserve and protect fish and wildlife
There will be no inhumanity on Nowhereisland. We are humans; we will behave humanely, towards each other and
our world.
One is considered an adult by the age of 60
NWI is a Republic of Equals.
Start each day with a smile!
Interdisciplinary approaches to research should always be favoured.
There should be no money; economy should be based on barter
Anyone with the power to declare war, should have to look, really look, at Don McCullin's books of war photos first
No guns.
Banks are banned; only co-operative money clubs can run loans and savings for the citizens of NWI.
All prisoners banished from the island
All sunny days to be bank holidays. In the winter NWI to be moved south.
All citizens of the Island are responsible to each other for maintaining a positive spirit of collectivity and peace.
Any islander breaking the laws laid down by islanders should have to forfeit the right to be a citizen of
Nowhereisland

All citizens should carry the sea in their hearts
Animals are people too
Only bikes to be used as transport. Pedal power
It is illegal for employers to ask for a photo to be attached to an applicant's CV
Everyone to do a random act of kindness every day!
No one is to judge another until they've walked a mile in their shoes.
Telling another citizen "I am considerably richer than you" is a social 'no-no'.
NWI is multi-lingual and multi-cultural, not monolingual and mono-cultural
No one should be priced out of NWI; there should be no 'chic' quarters
To continue to bring the people of all nations together as in the Olympic week
Girls should also be allowed to go to the skate parks.
To smile; and greet citizens of all other nations with warmth and friendship.
Each citizen may choose how to allocate his or her tax money.
Mitt Romney is to be kept in stocks within the piazza. P.S There shall be a piazza.
We shall have a National: Poet; Writer; Dancer; Singer; Painter; Computer Artist; Engineer; Scientist; Comedian; and
Juggler.
All galleries and museums shall have free admission
Can we have a kids' competition started to design our national flag and compose our national anthem? With prizes
Nobody shall ask a sandwich of another person unless they present the other person with food in return.
That propositions of more than 120 characters should be allowed
All Nowherians should be classified as purple pinstripe for colour & be nowherasexual in order to avoid all
prejudices.
All books should be made out of paper and not electricity
Nowherians shall have to greet everyone with a bear hug
Power will be generated by burning, in a large furnace, anyone who thinks showing you their new 'app' makes them
cool.
Mandatory exercise classes, including yoga, circuit training and dodgeball..
Parking should be free and all traffic wardens banned
It shall be punishable by law to not say thank you when someone holds a door open for you!
All citizens must gather on the island annually to celebrate 'nowhere day', anybody who fall off will be eaten by
sharks.
Moaning about the weather will be illegal, if it rains deal with it! Umbrella hats to be issued to all citizens.
Stocks should be reintroduced for petty crimes, ensuring that penal facilities are not overwhelmed. Free veg to
throwers.
Singing 'go compare' will result in immediate extradition to Somewhereisland
A cap on wages - no one employed by or representing the State to be paid more than the average wage of other
citizens.
Keep Nowhereisland a Starbucks-free zone!!!
Every adult should own one chicken
All burials must be at sea.
All towed Islands will be solar; wave or wind powered and not use fossil fuels
Respect shall be conferred on all citizens regardless of age/status. It shall be revoked according to their actions.
Do as you would be done by.
To embrace the power of love, not the love of power!
Any bill of rights shall be matched by its inverse, a bill of the reciprocal responsibilities.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
There should be no law. Laws create loopholes. Instead, everyone should live by one motto - don't be a dick.
Animals should not be mistreated
All citizens should be taught maths and logic properly, so they cannot be misled by politicians.
Mortgage debt is forbidden. People desiring homes will build them themselves from their own funds & the help of
friends.
Everyone should have every opportunity to be anything that want.
No arguing. Vicious pets stay in their own gardens. Everyone needs their own space..
Save all the animals and people. Respect everything no matter what it is..
People will be helpful, people will respect the island and people will never do anything wrong. Nobody will be rude
or unkind to anybody.
Everyone will help each other if they are hurt
Wind Farms should be built in the higher parts of the island as a part of sustainable energy.
Free yoga, awesome rock climbing & surfing. Additional sports added & taught by wonderful, qualified new
citizens..
All citizens play equal part in national choice making process
Only individual persons are eligible for citizenship.
The definition of a "person" as used in this Constitution shall be one single human being.
Abuse and neglect of companion animals will be illegal. Physical abuse of wild animals will be illegal
Punishments shall fit crimes: no one will be unduly punished, and no one will escape due punishment.

Let Nowhereisland stand apart and look back at the world through new eyes.
Skiing is voluntary
We are a self-governing, non-hierarchical, true democracy
There should be no credit cards or high interest moneylending. Each person should be helped to live within their
means.
Every nowhereislander will be considered as an artist.
Every Nowherislander is unique. So the Nowhereisland society is based on individuality and not on majorities.
War is only acceptable in self-defence and must be avoided as best as we can.
All that surrounds me is a living creature. I will treat it with care. We are all one: animals, plants, water, air...
Copyright will be based on or similar to Creative Commons licenses.
Nowhereisland will strive to include, represent, and speak for populations that have less of a voice in our world.
Throughout Nowhereisland money will be irrelevant, instead bartered skills, knowledge and time will be our
currency.
All citizens to be judged on their own merit
All men/women are considered equal and each contributes to society in their own unique way.
Children will be treated not as property but as a responsibility.
Nowherians should remember that no person, or island, is an island complete unto itself.
Pudding must be eaten before main course so that you always have room for it
Every person must doodle daily
To boldy go where everyone has. Gone before. Nowhereisland the final frontier. To treat everyone with respect,
dignity
Each child to be treated as individuals in school, not conforming to pressures of a national curriculum.
There is no debt
In order to learn how to live and face death, we will embrace every religion and study them all - including
philosophy.
There shall be no equality monitoring questionnaires; everyone is recruited on skills, qualifications and merit
Houses full of Lego for children's play areas
There will be no politicians. NWI will operate a 'Chinese parliament' over a cup of tea and all shall have a voice.
Every person has the opportunity to learn to swim
Outlaw Fast food companies. Food should be home cooked and a family activity; also provision for neighbourhood
kitchens.
Never close the boundaries to those who sincerely wish to contribute toward the greater good.
Respect is key. Acknowledging and celebrating difference to come together for the common good.
"Citizen" means person of any nationality that wants to contribute Nowhereisland.
Investment banks, hedge funds, securities or derivative traders cannot register their companies in NWI
Citizens shall not put out the cat at night
Swimming lessons will be compulsory for all just in case anybody falls off the Island
Every Nowherian has the right to be happy.
Everyone will jobshare, part-time working for all
Suits shall be banned from all workplaces
Stupid rules and their creators to be banned from the island
There shall be no contradictions henceforth in the illustrious Constitution of Nowhereisland.
Sandals & socks in combination & wearing leggings with something that does not covers ones bottom should be
banned
Carrier Pigeons shall be used to deliver all mail, as all correspondence must be hand written.
We shall have a call centre which bombards other countries with calls asking them "are you getting the best deal on
your parsnips" etc. (in a made up accent)
Beer has to be worked for and not bought
Opinions must be based on facts
Cannabis shall be legal.
Smart Casual" dress should be illegal, either dress smartly, or casually.
Interviewees/candidates shall be anonymous in the *first* stage of election/employment to limit any form of
prejudice.
All citizens shall be equal and enjoy full human rights. Everything will be shared equally according to need.
Health and Safety Officials will be declared a Health and Safety hazard anywhere in Nowhere.
There shall be no tax on coffee
Time to share, time to care
All You Need Is Love to become the National Anthem
Freedom equals responsibility
Members of the police force must be voted in by the community. Also, any gangs must have matching vests.
An annual art fair and cultural festival.
If the 500-mile ban on whaling is enforced when the island is in Weymouth Bay, whaling will be illegal in
Birmingham!
All citizens will be taught how to properly spell and express themselves!

NWI citizens shall be encouraged to publicly display any and all forms of their personal art
Formal education rewritten and modelled on children's needs and environmentally sound practices
Nowherians should closely consider the impact their actions will have on their descendants..
Everyone should be treated the same no matter what there religion is :) :)
Pets to be treated with love care for, with proper shelter, clean water, food, never produced to sale or for profit.
All citizens are encouraged to challenge themselves and there creativity in order to find solutions
All citizens shall have the free right to express their feelings and share in discussion without fear of retribution
No talking about some one behind their back
Everyone is aloud a pet and no one can kill animals unless they are dying.
I think that Nowhereisland is a GREAT place to be on I mean no ones fighting being mean to each other no ignoring
people
People need their own personal space on the island. Respect each other and the environment..
Be fair to the environment by being kind to animals.
Everybody should help somebody if they are in need of something, weather it be food or friendship.
Be kind and respect to other citizens on the island
Relations with other nations shall follow the principles of peace and compassion
Being racist is illegal
Everyone should be equal
Everyone has the right to a good night's sleep
NWI shall invest in scientific research and technological innovation.
The Internet shall be Free.
All businesses should be honest and reasonable about the prices they charge compared to the quality of the item.
Companies or corporations are not people.. And they are responsible to all stakeholders, not just shareholders.
Any structure that is built on Nowhereisland will be made up of 100% recycled materials.
All decisions undertaken by Nowhereisland will take into consideration and value equally the well being of all
humans.
To teach our children how to breathe and meditate
We see the world with our eyes, ears, by foot, by train … but not on the Internet.
We shall admire the beauty of the sky, the land, the ocean and of our fellow sisters and brothers.
There shall be one day of the week when all shopping will be forbidden.
Free swimming lessons
Citizens will not be shunned for their choice of activities so long as they do no harm to others or animals.
A culture of letter writing will be encouraged. Everybody loves receiving a letter, but we always forget to send
them.
Any holder of public office will be thrown off the island if they make personal gains from office!
500 miles exclusion zone from whaling around the island
Teaching children to have an open, inquisitive mind will be a priority of the curriculum.
We won't have to dance if we don't want to.........please
A four-day working week will be the norm, with the use of email banned on Mondays.
Colonisation of other little Nowheres is unnecessary and, let's face it, rude.
The freedom to love and marry who ever you choose
Unite the world in case the aliens come!
Everyone owns a horse instead of a car
Zero Income Tax
Instant deportation of hooligans
Antisocial, drunken or abusive behaviour be punishable by deportation to countries where such behaviour is not
permitted
People should be judged by who they are, not by what they do for a living or titles they hold
Citizens from an early age will learn that 'we' and 'nature' share a vulnerability that demands respect and
compassion.
I think it should be decorated more maybe a manmade river or water feature
No politicians
No more than 10% of the citizenry may physically be on the island at any one given time, lest we capsize.
Parents should NOT be allowed to scream at their children for picking a flower or looking at a worm etc. 4 being
curious.
Everyone will live with love in their hearts & music & the arts will be fostered! Do good! Help out! & above all, LOVE!
Fireworks are fun and shall be used at all National events and holidays.
For one day every month, all citizens of Nowhereisland must be as ridiculous as possible.
Drinking alcohol in public is legal :)
Once a week a history class (on personal subjects or otherwise) will be provided by a senior resident at school.
Colleagues should greet each other in the morning and shake hands, and similarly at the end of the day
We shall always have the weather we need
Ideas and innovation are the lifeblood of Nowhereisland (with great flat whites as standard)
Each citizen to have at least 3-egg producing chickens and also, cats! As many cats as you want!!!

Radio Caroline and any other offshore radio stations to be granted a licence to broadcast from off Nowhereisland
Nobody can work or open a commercial premises on national public and bank holidays
All pedestrians to be fitted with indicators and break lights.
Every idea will have a place on the island
Bacon and Egg Sandwiches should be the national dish
Convicted rapists will be castrated
If bankers start losing our money, each day they should have to listen to 50 annoying songs each Sunday, selected
by us.
Everyone should be equal they should be free to indulge in whatever brings them peace and happiness
The use of all managerial words, phrases and such is to be strictly prohibited.
No 'official' either of public office or corporate entity shall be entitled to greater consideration thank any other.
There should be an unpleasantness tax, which taxes those who act in an unkind manner without reasonable
justification
Everybody should win at least one thing in their life.
Knitting/crochet should be part of the curriculum and the island should be yarn bombed once a month.
The glass must always be half full.
Dog owners who do not clean their animals’ mess are forced to eat it in the public square.
Let no stone be laid upon stone, in worship of any god. Your faith is yours and yours alone. None shall be
evangelical.
Any sexuality is completely legal. If there were a church built same sex marriage is aloud within the church. Amen!
Do not let any one on the island if they have been sent to prison less than two months ago
1) No viscous pets. 2) Be kind and respectful. 3) No arguing. 4) No ignoring people's problems..
Care for the people around you (be polite and listen to the person). Look after the environment
Everyone has the right to believe in their religion or belief
Everyone will be allowed on the Island and treated well with respect.
Artists, inventors and originators shall retain full rights over their creations in their lifetime. Not lawyers or suits
Children shall be protected. All children have an inalienable right to safety, care and support.
There should democracy
Racism, sexism and gayism should not be tolerated
Nowhereisland’s flag is imaginary and the national anthem is free of choice
Art should be displayed everywhere; walls, roofs, parks, windows. By the public, for the public.
Nobody should be treated as a slave; unpaid internship should be considered slavery. Fair days pay for fair days
work.
All political decisions will consider sustainability.
In NWI no authority is entitled to any more respect than any other citizen
Spontaneous Dance Parties will occur frequently.
No one can earn more than 10 x the average income of the other citizens i.e. Average £21,000 = most you can earn
210,000
All people should be treated as equals no matter their looks, income, family, religion, etc.
A basic Internet connection will be the right of every Nowhereislander.
Nowhereisland will hold a contest that is open to all citizens to create a national flag.
Every Nowherian has the right to defend their country.
Science, arts, humanities will be learned with wonder and excitement at the complexity of the universe and human
mind
Every school will start its day by singing songs together.
Nobody shall be judged solely on the way they look.
That no one should be obliged to work as the instrument of another.
Government of the Nation (should there ever be one) will not be informed by any religion.
You must love dogs like me
Any prince caught naked on camera shall remain naked 24/7 for 7 days. No cancellation of prior engagements.
Each Islander shall offer his sauce to any Islander who asks politely that it may be used on their food.
Public services shall not be 'Americanised'
Let's not ban anything but trust ourselves to do no harm and have at least one kiss every day
Dog owners who do not clear up their dogs' mess will be made to crawl on all fours and pretend to bark for 7 days
Clothing should be made of natural fibres, either grown (like cotton or linen) or animal (alpaca, sheep). They are
lighter and cooler in hot weather and warm in cold. They are natural fibres - come from nature, return to nature.
Shall be a republic of equals
Long-sighted visionaries to be welcomed; short-term vote grabbers to be shown the door!
No titles shall be granted
No fast food companies are allowed to trade on the island. This will prevent littering by anti social citizens
Pets should not eat other pets
Daily Mail readers, Scientologists, and Mormons must go through the Something To Declare channel
Success shall not be resented, nor failure stigmatized.
The Embassy shop shall not sell luxury brands, nor seek sponsorship from luxury goods makers.

Nowhereisland shall not be a holiday resort for cheap package holidays
All look after each other
No one is allowed to be the Minister for Education who hasn't been a teacher for at least 5 years.
Every citizen MUST say hello (and doff a cap if wearing one) when passing another citizen
A Nowhereisland currency is used for local trade, but the island does not participate in the global financial markets.
A sustainable future for our children should be part of our ethos with everyone recycling and sharing with others
There shall be separate smoking and non-smoking bars in order to give people a choice
Two meals a week to be eaten leisurely round the family dining table to allow time to talk.
The economy shall exist to serve society. As opposed to society existing to serve the economy.
The citizens of Nowhereisland shall respect each other. Nowhereisland:. The home of the real living!!! :)
Nowhereisland shall not be a tax haven
All women may choose their own 'mate'. No woman may be forced to marry..
Nowhereislanders should be proud of their nation and celebrate it rather than fearing they will offend others.
No citizen is to harm, steal or cheat another. Otherwise the affected party gets to decide the punishment
No one is allowed to be crewel to animals
People holding public office shall not live better than those they represent. Representation shall be by/of the
people.
Respect is key
All religious buildings to be built next to each other, facing inwards, in a circular ring formation.
Eating of Microwave meals are not permitted
Every citizen shall know the words to the muppets theme song..
Anyone hurting animals shall be sentenced to eat a pound of ice.
Funny, happy, good sleeps, cross (express opinion calmly!), calm, good surprises, jump around, running, quiet time.
Age 5
Nowherians will seek to be a driving force on world environmental policy
Take care of the island and its wildlife.
All citizens must speak a minimum two languages
Free education & community workshops to beautify island spaces!
More emphasis on the arts in education
Green energy only.
Respect the balance of nature.
Every citizen should wear (or at least own) a penguin suit!
Capital punishment will be immediately instituted for sheep stealing
art seen as a priority for all people are artists
Respect the environment
We should only eat and drink what we can grow and cultivate ourselves, or trade ethically with others.
No weeing in public places.
Respect all living creatures
Be it resolved that: All citizens of Nowhereisland should encourage Joy in everything that we do everyday.
We all have to share and look after each other in tough situations. Any one can come on are island only if they obey
the rules.
Everyone will be respectful and won't do every think wrong. Nobody should lie on the island.
No one should be judged for the way they look or there religion
Sites should be allocated where no human intervention of any kind (planning, planting, manicuring) takes place.
No member of government shall receive greater than the minimum wage; to govern is to serve, not to rule.
The State, and any hierarchies thereof, exist only to support and further the welfare of the people.
There will be a subject in school called 'Life' where children learn about sustainable lifestyle.
NWI gov't agrees that 1st responsibility is to interests of citizens when a conflict of interests w/ business exists.
Positions of power and responsibility should be made unpaid and open to people who care and understand the
consequences
There should be no prime minister or president or queen or king
Instead of schools, every Nowherian should be empowered to share their skills, knowledge & experience.
Every day we will conduct an experiment, either collectively or individually. Every day we will try something new
Understand each other and you will be kind to each other
NWI shall not have a 'national anthem.' Each Nowherian shall have the Freedom to sing the songs he fancies the
most.
We will reclaim all COLOURS for all people and discourage the brainwashing "pinkification" of girls. Enjoy all
colours!
Everyone will be encouraged to do art
A free nation is defined by the freedom of its citizens; unfettered free movement, free expression & free association
Nowhereisland residents do not accept market patterns as an adequate summary of people patterns.
Every citizen has the right to use pseudonyms and Internet handles as their official name
Nowherians can choose their freedom
There shall be no honours system on Nowhereisland.

Every Nowherian has and conserves his own sense of art; the approach and the taste must not be forced
Citizenship should not be limited to our own species.
In a time of universal deceit - telling the truth is a revolutionary act. (G.Orwell)
Government funds shall always allocate more for education than any other budget item.
We are our own audience
No citizen shall be judged for whom they love
Be nice
No one is obliged to be in a 'traditional' family unit; equal treatment for the single, the childless or civil partners
Jane Bowles' "Two Serious Ladies" should be translated into Nowherian and considered a sacred text.
Celebrate success, celebrate life, seek good for one another through humility and love
Punishments for breaking the constitution will range from time on the naughty step to time in the stocks
Gay marriage is fine. Deal with it.
Give social workers a hug every day
That actions or beliefs carried out in the name of a religion be defined as wishes and not needs.
No Smoking
Equal rights and equal shares!
Photographers should be allowed to go about their business without having to explain themselves to the police
Every citizen to embrace the freedom that the act of dance can bring them by dancing like there's no one watching.
Every individual has the value of one and is to be recognised as unique, gifted and valued.
No one is obliged to stand a round of drinks
Strong emphasis on mutual support & happiness through sharing.
Lunch to be from 12.30 to 14.00 and not to be taken at one's desk
No cats (cats against wildlife)
Maybe consider welcome packs
You should try to smile at people you don't know because learning to trust others starts with small things.
All cars should be banned. Primary transport should be by horse, bike or any other sustainable way.
No one will have to work or go to school on their own birthdays or on the birthdays of their best friends and families
All people to be treated equally, and for people to work as a community rather than individuals
Nowhereisland shall not be a microism of Middle England
Massage therapists shall receive free room and board in exchange for massaging Nowhereisland's citizens
Nowherians will honour the foresight of the Governor of Svalbard & commit to protecting Nowhereisland's Arctic
origins.
Dust (so-called 'leaf') blowers are banned. No tool or toy louder than 75 decibels can be used outside. Except
fireworks
Restaurants shall not elevate their prices by virtue of the chef being a celebrity or the cuisine being French
Adults have the right to do what they want provided it does not impact on someone else.
There will be a Prime Minister's box. Whoever is in the box at a time will be Prime Minister.
Nowhereisland will be a land of love and tolerance. And ponies.
All citizens live in hobbit holes. If any citizen is found to be homeless, others shall build them a hobbit hole.
Nowhereisland shall look to France, Germany or Scandinavia when developing education, health and welfare policy
Schools shall encourage children to play Just a Minute to develop confidence and quick thinking
There shall be a secular constitution
No citizen shall enjoy greater rights, privileges, freedoms or advantages than their fellow citizens
First Aid\Emergency Medicine should be compulsory learning courses, so that people may aid each other when
injured.
Anyone Who Swears Pays 10p Into A Jar Each Offence, Which At The End Of The Year Will Become A Rebate For
Residents
Decorum and values shall be enumerated in a document distinct from the constitution, so the const. may remain
relevant.
It should be illegal to be out of bed before 12 on a Sunday unless there is a very good reason.
The road to Nowhereisland should start and finish in the middle of it.
Anybody has the right to declare the independence of the land where they live from Nowhereisland
There should be no private property to companies - the State will own all land and lease to corporations
The use of or threat of force to settle disputes shall be outlawed for all time.
Nobody should "Go to see a Doctor" when feeling ill, a Doctor will come to see you. Any time. Any day.
Prejudice against social class/appearance/mental capability will be punishable by expulsion
Children to be cultured and let expand creative thinking, not 'educated'
Nowhereisland to bid for the organization of the next Olympics. Those shall be the best ones with no security at
all!!!
All politicians to wear clown make up including big red noses when attending UN council meetings :)
Introduction of Dress Down Fridays
No digging or drilling directly downwards allowed
Women who can't be bothered to lower the loo lid should not be allowed to complain about men who do not lower
the seat.

It should be illegal to release environmentally damaging artefacts such as fireworks, sky lanterns and helium
balloons.
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II will be invited to become Head of State as our constitutional monarch.
We should invent a new language
By its very nature a new floating nation is awash with promise, a garden of Eden where all are equal and none
abandoned
Anyone who thinks their religious views entitles them to blow others up should be rewarded in heaven (quickly).
Every citizen's functioning needs satisfied. Positivity, truth, respect & empathy modelled to the whole of the world.
All medical, alternative, and complementary healthcare options are free of charge. Dangerous drugs will be banned.
No spitting or swearing allowed. Everyone must be polite to other citizens and respect their elders.
No prison, just thrown to the sharks.
No Health and Safety Legislation or Nanny State Policies - Common Sense will prevail
Be a free country.
Encourage communal gardens, 3-day weekends, National Neighbour Day with street parties each year
All citizens should be involved
A Nowherian should not have to conform to what is accepted as 'normal'. Diversity is beautiful, and should be
embraced.
Courage is a national value.
It will be compulsory for everyone (over 18) to vote in general elections.
Everyone will eat beautifully made bread.
There shall be no standing military. When needed, a militia will be raised from all citizens young/old, male/female.
Nowhereisland supports the Tibetan government in exile
No inheritance tax!
Everyone has to pull their own weight. If there is an event going on, they have to at least help with something.
Nowhere island rocks
Think about the pets, animals and nature they should just have their very own space to use..
People must be kind and respectful, No fighting and arguing. Every one can enter nowhere island no matter who we
are and what they do..
Every one should have fun and you should let others have fun too.
There will be no violence or abuse to any individual
Children need good education
Manufacturers of crappy products that must be disposed of soon after purchasing will be held accountable for
landfill.
Age of adulthood shall be 18 years of age and older.
Racism and Sexism is punishable by life sentence in prison, (unless it's a joke.)
Nowhereisland has no official religion; all official affairs are entirely secular
All citizens should exist on an equal plane, living and working together
No commercial advertising as it undermines critical thought.
Everyone should be as creative as possible. Think Free and be free.
Different ways and perspectives of communication and knowledge should be welcomed
All Nowherians should be free although they should not be too free and break the laws!
Let Nowhereisland be part of the world
The end to our daily ritual of checking for wallet, phone and keys.
Every person should have freedom and choice.
No passports or Identity cards necessary. We are all citizens of the world. We don't need a history. There is just
today
Keep a green tree in your heart and perhaps a singing bird will come
Nowhereislanders take their time
Every child will be taught how to swim, how to make fire and how to help others.
Marriage licences will be for a year and a day and renewed with much celebration or not as the case may be
Nowherians will be encouraged to maintain a daily journal to be read by the next generation.
Social dancing that bring all sorts/ages of people together should be actively encouraged
There will be no call centres on Nowhereisland and no citizen will have to call any either!
Happiness should be the way of life for Nowherians and not the island's final destination.
Recess is practiced everyday.
Telling lies which affect others negatively will be considered a crime.
A pro-feminist approach should be considered with all policy-making, to avoid creating oppressive patriarchal
traditions
Personal electronic devices (mobiles, ipads etc.) shall be banned from gatherings of two or more people.
Government will set a strict cap on how much money arts organisations can spend on management consultants.
All arts organisations will accept full responsibility for running themselves efficiently and effectively.
All should be equal
A smile tax, for each smile received, 2 must be given out. Those found not smiling back and adding one will be
punished by tickling.

Schoolchildren will learn public speaking, debating, how to present. Avoiding all those nerves in later life.
People should be taught how to be happy, compassionate and empathic from an early age.
Karan dear if we all got on NOWHEREISLAND it would sink...all citizens must learn to swim!
Everyone clean up their own mess
No animal testing
Every one should take part in food production (growing/sewing/harvesting) etc., so they understand where it comes
from.
NWI will not be a state, province, dependency etc. of the USA
All laws and lawgivers will be colour blind and sexuality deaf
There shall be no SOCIAL SERVICES, since they cause more misery and pain than they prevent.
National dish - apple pie and ice cream
No development. Leave as a natural island.
For people to roam freely without aggravation
No prejudice, racial or cultural discrimination or stereotyping of citizens lifestyle choices.
No religious symbols to be displayed in public places or the workplace
No money- instead there is a time and resources bank where everything can be shared equally based upon need.
Always have fun, no boring people
Everyone should help each other
There should be no secret societies on NWI
There should be no paparazzi
Every Citizen should be able to try any activity they desire.
Construction materials such as stone brick and glass should be made from recycled stone, brick, and glass
No hamsters allowed!
Reward and encourage curiosity with funding for temporary public art projects on Nowhereisland (chosen
democratically)!
I would like to feel like I am more of a citizen by having a mascot pet as a plush toy
No fossil fuels to be used on the island
Peace and freedom treating all people with respect.
If your main means of travel is walking or cycling you should pay less tax
We shall give automatic respect and mindfulness of others at the centre of our conduct and interactions.
Lobbying in order to influence policy shall be prohibited
Have more environmentally friendly music festivals, run by the people for the people, for the music, not the profit.
Nowhereisland recognises the International Convention on the Law of the Sea
Contractors awarded public sector contracts must honour the original price agreed in the event of a cost overrun
All buildings should be made of Lego
Legalize Cannabis
The writing of Nowhereisland instead of Nowhereisland is regarded as an easy mistake that new citizens can make
Food shall be part of the nation's culture and must be traceable to the region it was produced
One shall not cause harm, to another individual entity, whether physical, mental, emotional, financial, or personal.
Nowhereisland should include all languages spoken by its citizens as national languages.
Housework should be done by sweeping the room with a glance.
No stealth bumming your mates.
Transport is bikes & tractors. Everyone self-sufficient owning minimum 1 acre. Wind/Sun power only. Recycle
Seawater.
All laws shall be evidence based (and preferably written in English, i.e. Old English)
Artists and writers should be supported with free housing; in return, all art and writing is freely available to all
Currency should be smiles. Change given in hugs.
You will donate to a charity of your choice every month
No money allowed. People should trade goods and services only.
Tony Blair to be sacrificed in our first wicker man festival
Sheep shall be seen but not herded
All proper nouns to have correct capitalisation
We shall all be very kind to each other, ourselves, citizens of other nations and the planet Earth; we shall not exploit
We shall adopt the values and behaviors of TRUE - Trust in self and others, Respect, Understanding and Empathy ♥
Freedom of access to space
No currency, we rely on trading our skills.
There shall not be allow deforestation & contamination of the land.
We will care for our elderly with dignity and compassion.
A viable nuclear deterrent should be sourced as soon as possible to guard against hostile acts by unfriendly nations
1) Everyone should be able to become a citizen on Nowhereisland. There should be no judging people by their
looks.
Ranking is hierarchical - it should not exist
Greet with high 5s!!

Every citizen should have equal right to live, equal right to work, equal right to move, there should be enough
security for all people in all manners of life, and there should be provision for the aged in terms of living standards.
There will be peace, respect and everyone will be treated the same no matter how different you are.
Every one gets to have free fresh water
Everyone has the right to believe in their religion or beliefs.
All commerce based on mutual benefit without detriment to others and without exploitation of people, nature or
resources
Society shall be perceived as a network of inter-related individuals with common humanity.
There should not be any harmful behaviour.
Corporal punishment shall be illegal
The Eco-system of NWI shall be allowed to develop naturally as the island migrates with no human interference.
All marriages between consenting adults who are no closer than 3rd degree of kinship to one another shall be
recognized
All private vehicles will be confiscated and the materials recycled for building a clean public transportation system.
Out-dated patriarchal legislation (e.g., family law) designed to keep men working and women at home to be
abolished.
I think that no one should be able to be poor
I think Nowhereisland should be treated as real country and should be put on a map
Living well, individually and collectively is highest aim with virtues of wisdom, courage, self-discipline and justice.
Encourage limited use of the Internet and more use of creativity by other means.
The President shall appoint a treasurer to manage national funds. Misuse of funds is subject to prosecution.
The southwestern quarter of Nowhereisland will be dedicated national park to preserve plant and animal
biodiversity.
All people in prison will be allowed to vote in all Nowhereisland elections.
Nowhereisland must stand for something.
No arts establishment will regard, treat, deal with or otherwise think of its audiences as "customers".
Everybody will have tolerance, understanding and patience which are the key elements of harmonious living.
Voting is the most precious right of every citizen, and we have a moral obligation to ensure the integrity of our
voting
Love will be held in the highest esteem and be practiced by all.
We will have national service but it will be participants who decide what productive, creative, positive activity to do.
Once a Nowhere Islander, always a Nowhere Islander.
Expression should be through the form of Art; not twitter.
No feudalism, no church, no tyranny, no bigotry. No suppression of free speech, or literary or artistic expression
All Citizens will have to wear a smile. No grumpy people allowed
For everyone to be equal, no riches/poverty, every person to have the same
Tall people should stand at the back of gatherings, especially Donny Osmond concerts
Nothing should be expensive but affordable for all citizens
Longer Holidays
There are no jobs nor employment. Citizens volunteer to do work for basic necessities or environmental
sustainability.
All laws shall be written in layman's terms without the need for a vast array of corporate lawyers to interpret them.
There shall be no arguments among citizens it shall be a peaceful place to escape the discord and harshness of the
world
It will be a national concern of top priority if anyone should feel unhappy to find out together why that is so.
The Island is a place for dreaming and creation; as a wanders we do not judge..
Solicitors are permanently excluded from approaching to within 10 nautical miles from the island.
Door-to-door selling is not permitted
Going to war against other nations to be forbidden.
No yobs, druggies or chavs living there
All citizens are greeted by Eskimo kisses
No alarm clocks on the island
No R.E lessons
We shall all sing!
One wind turbine and 10 PV panels shall be erected for every 10 citizens to provide clean energy.
Noir Wave music will be heartily embraced by the island's citizens, particularly in respect to UK band 'In Isolation'.
We shall not put off our good deeds, now! Here! Island, is our Motto. Live in the moment and the future can be, just
be.
Power is defined as energy provision, not one person's relationship to another
Sport is not partisan, but played with pride and passion, whatever one's level or ability
No citizen will be compelled to play or support team games.
People have TRUE freewill. Everyone can be themselves and be happy doing it. Express passion, feel love, never be
hated.
Red Wine to be part of a healthy diet

All cuddly toys to be given full voting rights on issues pertaining to cuddling times, bedtime hours etc. etc.
Twitter is a means of communication and comment, not a forum for abuse
Nowhereisland shall have Her own representation at Olympic competitions and the FIFA World Cup
Nowhereisland shall be free of nationalism, religion, and other such separatist bigotry and terrorism.
You may only wear a Fez, suspenders, and a bow tie if your name is "The Doctor".
Nowherians will observe every religious holiday (except the ones banning alcohol or eating), regardless of how
obscure
Politicians accused of lying or fiddling the public purse shall be publicly tried, naked, and, if found guilty, executed
The national anthem shall consist of 4 minutes and 33 seconds of unbroken silence.
Citizens shall take declaration day as their official birthday, so no one would forget and everyone would be at the
party
Nowhereisland will become a no chewing gum society.
No Fat Cats allowed - EVER
'Chart' music to be banned from the Country. Anyone deemed listening to ban music is to be banished to Slough.
Convicted criminals pay society back x1000 through community services to further improve society, abroad if
appropriate
Good deeds and selflessness should be rewarded by all, not just those who are affected by said actions
Mandatory lie-ins for all citizens of at least 1 hour each morning.
Crime to be replayed in kind
Expensive alcohol and cigarettes to promote alternative methods of celebration (& good health), alcohol as a treat.
No new housing developments will be allowed to use Magnolia paint inside any residential dwelling.
The eating of oranges in a bathtub should be prohibited on Wednesday's, unless one is wearing a dress and bowler
hat.
Governing representation by a wide selection of humanity. Law, Business, Science, Engineers, Architects, Artists etc.
Anyone claiming Macs never go wrong to be beaten with a large line-caught haddock
At death everyone shall be cremated and ashes to be returned back to the sea
Direct vote to help all people alike. As the saying goes "A friend in need is a friend indeed".
Free right to change your name to whatever you want on Sundays
Kindness and compassion should inform everything citizens of Nowhere do and say.
Nowherians should cast aside all oppressive language (gendered/racist/ableist slurs etc.) and be kind to one
another!
A decent provision for the poor is the true test of civilization. ~ Samuel Johnson, Boswell: Life of Johnson
The education should be outside.
No naturally growing substances should be illegal
Everyone should give all that they can; no one shall take more than they need
Everyone treated fairly.
Everyone has the right to freedom and no slavery! Cause its Bad and were a good island not a bad island!
Every citizen should be taught to sew by hand and machine and then anything made of fabric can be made into new
stuff.
Boris Bikes freely available for all (no charge).
All potential domestic animal owners have to be fully trained in animal husbandry.
Flatulence should not be seen (heard) as an antisocial or undesirable activity. It should be actively encouraged.
Aim to blow kisses as thank yous.
Wildlife shall be safe!!
Every living thing on the island has a right to stay alive
Nowhereisland recognizes and affirms the indestructible goodness of all beings - human and animal..
People will be taught how to listen to one another and not merely wait for their turn to speak
No littering is allowed
There will be no fines for crimes, instead you'll have to work for the public.
More minimal impact floating structures will be constructed for farming purposes
All petroleum products outlawed
There should be a different lifestyle there
There should be freedom everywhere people!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Every Nowherian should be treated as they are special
NO MONEY ... Sharing instead skills, food and trade for equal living enjoyed by all.
Nowherians die in peace
NWI is a social, democratic and secular Republic.
Our lives are attuned and connected to the cycles, rhythms and processes of nature
Our world is that which we imagine
Laughter should be rewarded. Those that make others laugh need recognition, promotion and reward. They are
VERY important
A 1% tax will be charged on goods and services sold or rendered on Nowhereisland to raise money for national
objectives.

Nowhereisland will actively pursue the welfare of non-human animals: all avenues to avoid killing animals will be
pursued
Every citizen must engage.
The official holiday will be the 1st January. BUT Celebrations will only start when the first sunrise is seen.
Every person has the right to free healthcare, including holistic medicine.
Treat people how you would like to be treated
Education is to be free and have nice teachers and lots of sport
Have Fun..
Bullies will be hugged until all their aggression is resolved
Free instrument lessons for all under 18s
No discrimination against red hair
No self satisfied and corrupt politicians
All islanders will on meeting a pussycat be required to stroke them at least six times while offering words of
adoration
Compulsory watching of Horrible Histories for all Primary School Children
Tea trollies in hospitals are not allowed to rattle.
Beauty itself can be the reason
Everybody will be using their intuition and their imagination to make art, as Alex Hartley has done.
Financial institutions: banks, lenders, payday loan companies, credit card companies cannot advertise
Every public amenity built (from schools to loos) must be beautiful and must incorporate NWI art.
Money is linked to intrinsic value and work done, not speculation or debt and future work.
Eating habits and culture should be Franco-Spanish-Italian, not American burgers-and-fried-chicken-in-a-bucket
There should be no 1%; NWIers should be the 99%
Everyone should share
Everyone has to learn the fundamentals of actively listening
To make everyone equal
Keep it clean and free to everyone
All Nowherians by the end of the Olympics should be made a lord or lady of Nowhereisland. So they can enjoy the
title.
The Island shall forever belong to no one or no-where.
When making tea, always make a pot.
There shall be no nasty, noisy, or nosy neighbours on NWI
NWI should prevent public squalor becoming the price of private affluence
Satire - as opposed to libel or slander - is a sign of a free society
Food shall be slow, not fast
Always keep smiling and never give up
5 day weekend, 2 day work.
To enjoy life
Nowherians are encouraged to talk of "freedoms" rather than "rights" and "caring" rather than "responsibilities".
Peace Everywhere
Everyone must be polite
We resolve never to apply to host the Olympic Games on the island.
No citizens will be able to define any of their fellow citizens without getting to know them first. Also, free T-shirts!
The nature shall be Green and run from sustainable energy
Adults shouldn't be strict.
Nowhereisland shall be recognised in the diaspora beyond Her territorial waters and beyond 9 September 2012
Football will be banned
It must be recognised that everybody poops. Women's toilets will never be called "ladies' powder rooms".
Everyone will be given a sock monkey to love and cuddle
The citizens of Nowhereisland shall benefit equally from the profits of any exercise of extraction or exploration
rights
The citizens of Nowhereisland shall have first right of refusal for mineral extraction rights
The citizens of Nowhereisland shall have first right of refusal for oil exploration rights
Usurious lending practices are prohibited
Opera and classical music concerts shall be free of charge and be held in the open air in summer
Nowherians should be free to believe and practice what they wish, provided that it does not infringe upon others
rights.
Recycling and up cycling is compulsory for all on Nowhereisland, respect for our planet will be paramount.
Every day will start with a smile and a "Hello" and finish with a beer and a laugh
Those who represent the people may hold additional occupation or be paid the wage of their least paid constituent.
Nowhereisland shall bid to host the 2020 Olympics.
Citizens of Nowhereisland shall concern themselves with Nothing.
There shall be no copyright laws and plagiarism shall be a mandatory in any form of expression..
As a citizen, my dog and cats automatically become citizens too - with the same rights.

We will from this day on, as Nowherians, start convincing the world that Windows 7 was actually OUR idea.
Anyone found "with their hand in the till". Will be sacked and re-employed as litter pickers. Non-negotiable.
Forever.
There shall be no requirement for oil-based products on Nowhereisland.
Trees will be given individual names and shall have ultimate protection. And Monty Sheridan should be the Tree
Doctor.
Cars to be fitted with number plates that also display the speed they are travelling for other road users to read.
Cats should be given "Most Favoured Nation" status, as a species, and elevated above dogs.
All hermits must require a permit.
Absolute Freedom of information.
Sunglasses to be worn only if it is sunny.
Michael McIntyre shall be declared 'persona non grata'
Capital punishment to be introduced - with criminals punished by being hit repeatedly with a giant capital C.
Jet packs to be the preferred mode of transport.
All events involving the passing of wind must be declared prior to the event.
Annual scoobydoo day to be announced
Freedom of the press' doesn't mean sensationalising, trivialising, etc. 'Freedom of Truth' would b a better
description.
Interactive, manageable communities (paid and unpaid contributions) that value and use experience and diverse
abilities
Free cake!
No ownership of earth, water, air or fire
No weapons
Democracy
Public Art representation in all levels of government.
Monetary equivalents redundant - exchanges including time (e.g. timebank) should be preferred to help alleviate
inequality
Without imagination we will go nowhere
Charities/groups that promote violence against fathers and children by presenting all men as barbaric will be shut
down.
People should spread their creativity on walls <3
We are all free! Free religion, worship however you want or not want.
Respect each other’s property
What happens on the island stays on the island
In the end there is always love
Everybody should have there own space and there pets to.
Everyone can express themselves in their own way
Everyone will be treated the same. No one will be bullied.
Smiles and Manners are FREE … therefore all citizens are encouraged to engage, have and share.
It will be a state where everyone is equally valued and therefore violence against women will never be tolerated.
No motorised engines/pumps etc. Pedal power to generate electricity etc.
All protest intended to advance health and education for the people will have the status of fine art conferred upon
it.
All businesses & corporations shall make their owners/parent corporations easy to identify by citizens/consumers.
Authority will be called into question every single day by the nation's official newspaper, called News from Nowhere
A volunteer group of elders will teach children about responsible farming and herbal medicine among other things
Socioeconomic classes will be a thing of the past
There should be laws but not too strict laws but not too free laws.
There should be nice people living there
Every Nowhereislander should be not pushed, share it equally and fairly.
I think every Nowhereislander should be treated kindly and fairly and only be punished for real reasons.
All Nowherians should be able to enter any ground of the island
Honesty is the only policy.
The import, selling and use of disposable kitchenware shall be limited by law, or better yet, forbidden.
Economic decisions will involved the cost to the environment and society.
In Nowhereisland children are citizens with voice and vote
If two adults want to adopt children, they can do so.
Copyright will apply for a maximum of 28 years and will be non-transferrable.
Every Nowherian has the Right to marry one or more consentient individuals regardless of his/her/their gender/s.
We will be conquered by no enemy
The currency must be based off of actual things like precious metals or other objects.
The people will have the right to benefit from the environment and enjoy its natural wealth. (h/t Ecuador)
Everyone has the right to be read to.
Imaginary friends have the same rights and obligations than "real" people

Nowherians should aim to make tomorrow twice as good as today.
Citizens shall have the right to speak the language of their choice.
The last person off the Island please turn off the lights! An island is not just for Christmas or one summer!
A ban on processed, sugary packaged foods. School lunches to be made from organic, healthy ingredients.
Incentives for homes to become self-sustaining and to use renewable energies.
No church; even if there is, it is SEPARATE from the state and head of state
Every Nowherian shall be compelled to take a turn in Government
All citizens shall have a duty & responsibility to look after their own health & well being to the best of their ability
To do what we can to help
No discrimination - One love - Clean Oceans
Free Public Transport
State broadcasting corporations not to be pressured from above to falsify, distort and present the news impartially.
No citizen should be forced to do something they don't want to do and have their own free will.
Unemployment shall not exist as there is always something to do. Payment shall be in returning the favour, kindness
etc.
Spamming becomes a criminal offence. Any citizen spamming will be stripped of citizenship
There is no such thing as the 'normal' family unit
A person's private life is no-one else's business, nor the media, nor the press
Arranged marriages are forbidden, honour killing is murder
Everyone has one day. Per Year to clean up Nowhereisland with a team so Nowhereisland is clean
Weed is legal and regulated, allowing citizens to smoke freely. The regulation allows NWI to tax the product. A
WIN/ WIN
No Tories allowed in
Have long summer holidays for everyone
Every Saturday every citizen receives £5!!!
No driving too fast
No Soaps (TV)!!!
Not to mess or ruin it
Respect for all views and opinions. Care for the environment and especially wildlife.
Peace and harmony is the foundation, everyone is equal there is no hate or bigotry or guns allowed..
Every Friday every citizen is given £100 to go and spend on whatever they like!
The island should recognise ME as a real and disabling illness and provide medical help to those who suffer from it
National Flag, Anthem etc. should be agreed by all NWIers and reflect all beliefs etc.
In Nowhereisland there must be a constitutional duty to behave according to Human duties and defend Human
Rights.
Telephoto lenses should not be used without the prior consent or knowledge of the person being photographed
Mitt Romney is forbidden to make speeches in NWI
Citizens should be bi- or multi-lingual; there should be no 'little Nowhereislanders'
1/3 of every school day should involve physical
Cats should be loved by everyone
Propose a peaceful life but creative one
If the working must be taxed, then their taxes shall, under no circumstances, go to those who could work but refuse
to.
Freedom of expression
Leaders to listen to citizens
National holidays shall include a Fête de Bordeaux and an Oktoberfest
Diamond-patterned knit-wear shall not be worn outside or in public buildings
Nowhereisland recognises the United Nations and The European Union
Sports Utility Vehicles shall not be permitted
All citizens have the right to privacy and freedom from press and media intrusion
Literary classics from the 19th Century onwards shall be distributed free to all citizens under 18 years of age
Nowherians will have the right to defend their beliefs and customs in nonviolent manners.
Find disused acre areas of land and build multi story renewable acre farms to provide food for the community.
Each citizen and/or family must reside with at least one otter.
A celebratory gathering (party) shall be held on the last Saturday of every month. No party poopers allowed.
Gingers should be worshipped.
Haystacks/Rose bushes shall be provided at the apex of viewpoints in order to perform leaps of faith at will - safely.
Pies to be full of meat and/or vegetables, soggy pastry banned, & should be free to unemployed & over 60's (2
weekly).
The Moon Bear shall be the mascot for the island because of their spectacular ears
It is mandatory for criminals to donate blood.
Legalisation of Cannabis, cheap alcohol & cigarettes. Party?
All citizens shall love Marmite

Justin Bieber "music" and merchandise to be banned and our national anthem is to be "I'm sexy and I know it " by
LMFAO
No one will be allowed to make shoes out of banana skins
Using the phrase 'YOLO' will result in immediate expulsion from Nowhereisland citizenship.
Using the phrase 'totes amaze' shall result in immediate expulsion from the island.
The individual should be paramount in all affairs of the State.
No plastic item nor other item wrapped in polymer shall be imported to the island.
All Drugs become a Private Property issue & decriminalised, citizens are allowed to do with their own body as they
wish
All forms of Art no mater how unusual shall be respected and given its fair chance to be displayed to the public
All wars should be decided by arm wrestling. The prize for the winner is a friendly handshake from the loser.
Assuming other people like and want to interact with a citizen’s pet will be a criminal offence.
V from V For Vendetta would feature on the islands coat of arms.
This is a new start; there need not be killing on this island. Killing, no matter what creature, should be illegal.
No male over 21 to wear ironic T-shirts. Dissenters to dress as a Smurf for up to two months
All meetings will start with the eating of 2 donuts each. Any lip lickers will not be taken seriously and asked to leave
PONDER the universe. Reflect on the waste that is human strife, religious enmity, and racist divide. WE are not
alone!
Everybody should know that the bird is the word.
We must build a nation based on sustainable practices: environmental, business practices and social mores.
The creation of a people's bank owned and run by the people, for the people.
Let's not be afraid to talk to strangers.
No sexual abuse
Everyone chosen their religion. There is no conflict or discrimination. It will be a criminal offence!
YOLO
The eating of animals will be banned
At least 10 weeks of holidays each year.
The Beatles 'Nowhere Man' should be the national anthem.
People serving in public office who bring that office into disrepute will be permanently barred from public office.
I think it is a good island
I don't know but it should involve cake
All beings have the right to happiness and safety.. All beings have the right to freedom from fear and suffering.
The right for free speech, no one to judge who you are! Express yourself!
You can tell people off for a good reason.
Children will be allowed to vote and make decisions if they can prove their competency. After all, it is their future.
Creativity should be the currency
Hi you may know me I am? And I think that there should be fairness on nowhere island.
I think you shouldn't be able to rob people
Sailing will be the favoured mode of transport to all off island locations.
This nation both empowers and cares for its citizens. This is a both and proposition not an either or.
Everyone has the right to adequate sex
No one is to be blown up.
All citizens will be involved in planting of native trees.
Let's revive forgotten skills and knowledge, like how to make use of the moon's influence on growing crops.
Every Nowherian should have the right to an unlimited imagination.
Presidential elections will be held on the first day of April each year.
Thou shall not kill. Full-stop.
Let our leaders be ambassadors of making peace with ourselves.
No animal can become a Nowhereisland citizen
Nature has the right to restoration, independent of the obligation to indemnify dependents on her systems. (h/t
Ecuador)
The Nowherian leader will be given a new headpiece every month. Which they will be obliged to wear at formal
occasions.
All citizens should be polite to each other and do one good deed a day
HUGS FOR EVERYONE!!!
Be kind and smile to one another.
Our membership of the earth should come before our membership of any nation - no matter where it is!
We all should be encouraged and supported to transcend prejudice in order to better understand our fellow citizens
The needs of all things living will take precedence over material gain, nothing will be owned.
Nowhereisland will not seek to profit by exploitation of other life forms on land, in the air or in the ocean.
Every Nowherian has the right to be alone, but every citizen has a duty to ensure that no fellow Islander is lonely.
All the greatest football players in the world should be welcome on Nowhere Island. Jude, age 7
We will see the world with our eyes - ears - by foot - train - not the Internet
All points of the constitution should be painted over our rock, lest we forget the very origins of its creation

The 'space-hopper' is to be the islands main means of transport.
Kids must rule
All citizens must wear shorts on sunny days & stand on one leg & rub their tummies just before tea on Wednesday's.
Bread to only be made and sold freshly-made at a boulangerie; no massed produced branded bread in a packet.
Everything must be more eco!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Respect for all races
The name of our nation can be pronounced either No-Where-Island or Now-Here-Island, depending on your point
of view.
Strict copyright protection for writers, artists, musicians, film-makers
At stressful times, all citizens must run around bumping into walls shouting 'I'm a teapot!'
Help one another they are hurt
Anyone showing disrespect to another citizen to be thrown off the island! (They should be allowed to swim back
though)
There will be parties every day!
Corporations must respect the environment and are not people therefore cannot vote and have no say
No empty gestures at the expenses of us all.
Business leaders and public office holders should read 'The Great Crash of 1929' to learn from past errors
Small and medium-sized companies shall be the mainstay of the economy, not financial services
If in doubt - Sing.
Have to shower at least 3 times a week
Music shall be the fruit of love. as well as actual fruit. And kisses.
Spiders are not permitted in residential areas.
Chickens shall be respected by all.
Companies with more than 50 employees shall provide luncheon vouchers and a subsidised canteen for their
employees
Schools shall instruct children to compile their own Desert Island Discs to encourage musical and literary knowledge
In the event of an economic crisis or recession, measures to encourage growth, not austerity, shall be implemented
There shall be no political parties
There shall be no religion nor any reference to any god whatsoever in any official documents, stationery or
publications
Importing of earwigs will be banned and those caught smuggling will spend time catching the little blighters
We need a free mobile disco to tour around the island and play happy sunny, funny, bubbly music.
Marmite is to be the national spread for toast. Vegemite to be form of punishment for antisocial behaviour
NO TIMEWASTING
Everyone should try Geocaching at least once.
In such a ill world we are forgetting more and more feelings and sentiments, let the Island help us to get back them
all!
Everyone is welcome to Nowhereisland.......except people from TOWIE!........or Lady GaGa...........or Keith Chegwin!
Littering is punishable by death
Everyone receives two alcoholic beverages to enjoy after work, should they work on Friday and Saturday evenings.
No person shall live on the island until all citizens can agree what is for lunch and what we shall watch on TV tonight
A genuine samurai's life surrounded by peace and serenity, where everyone is treated equally
Soundsystems & outdoor parties in the sunshine in front of said soundsystems to be actively encouraged (earplugs
offered)
I think that once a month a rock festival should be held. I think it should be just like download.
Petrol will never rise above £1.00 a gallon.
It shall be considered an offence to use the back end of a cat as a dishcloth holder.
No television shall be allowed on the island to allow outdoor play for all children in the dirt.
'Imagine' by John Lennon should be our national anthem
When visiting the island foreign politicians should not be allowed to tell lies and expelled the moment they do so!
No drugs.
Any working day must allow a citizen time to bake and share bread
From each according to their ability to each according to their need.
Each race to be treated the same.
Anybody expressing a wish to be 'in charge' shall be declared insane immediately.
There should be a friendship bench where people go and sit if they feel glum, so that others might go and cheer
them up.
Ensure that everyone is paid fairly for the work they do, a national cap for all, say £50,000
All citizens are free to choose their own salary, but salaries are published as part of the public record.
Be nice to every one who lives there
Respect!!!
Kittens that stay as kittens, and not big cats
You have to have some sort of pet.
There will be no bulling or shouting and everyone will be treated with respect.

Free and fair trade unions will be encouraged to organise and operate freely, and be open to all
That democracy should not always be about the majority winning through...
Different crop seeds can be used as a medium of trade
Pol. contrib. allowed by individual citizens only & Constitution will limit amt. to avoid unfair influence of wealthy
All should be free to choose whether they want to sleep with a copy of Roussel's Locus Solus beneath their pillows.
Material equality and possessions to be simple and non-disposable in nature
No sovereignty is required. Like the Falkland islanders, citizens of Nowhereisland should be free.
I think that Nowhereisland should have houses on it
Every Nowherian should be treated with respect and should all have their say. All of their cash and property.
Nowhereisland should be a fun place!!!!
All Nowherians are allowed to have fun
The wealth accumulated by each citizen should be equally distributed to each and every citizen.
You must not discriminate against every person who wants to eat a whole tray of pizza every day.
Nowhereisland is the homeland of all dreams and rainbows
Equal opportunity (in everything) for all.
There will be no need to lock your doors at night.
Everyone should smile at someone at least 10 times a day
Juries will consist of no less than 50% of the population. The practicalities of this are purposefully skirted over.
All legal documents must be printed on pink paper.
Primum non nocere
No prime minister will avoid attendance at arts events on the grounds that they court unpopularity by doing so.
All Nowherians should realise that life is too short. Now let's party.
Citizens should give their fair share of work to the island, and therefore received a fair share of rewards in return.
Peace and Love
No differentiating on the basis of caste/race/colour, There should be only one cast i.e. Nowherian caste!!!
All the citizen are responsible for the flora and fauna on the island and have the duty to protect and increase the
same.
Love one another no matter what.
Be it said forever more that Nowhereisland shall never be divided by State, Province etc. and shall remain as ONE
nation
Nowhereisland's national drink to be a nice cup of tea.
Every Nowherian shall have the right to wear as much or as little clothing as they like, at all times and in all places.
Disability access to be the first concern of architects and designers - and that doesn't just mean wheelchair ramps!
Die in Peace on Nowhereisland
Children should set their own homework
No crime
Tuition will be scaled, and based on criteria such as the student's ability to pay and dedication to learning.
Nowhereisland Museum will display the embassy-vehicle as its centerpiece, proclaiming the end of oil dependency.
Everyone will love cake!
Sharing is the secret to happiness
Market forces shall not be applied to public services (health, education etc.)
No prejudiced people allowed
Bring back nice ice creams!
No chewing gum
A good happy life
All dogs welcome
Softplay shall be open & accessible to all citizens to promote health, exercise, mental well-being & child-like
wonder.
NWI is a socially-liberal land, as should be Her citizens
Cheese shall be allowed to be taken before dessert, to complement the wine taken with the main course
A monument of Alex Hartley
The territorial integrity of Nowhereisland shall be inviolable; in turn NWI recognises the Member States of the UN
Bagpuss for president!!
Abandoning kids under 12 for more than an hour is illegal
No work unless its fun and helping others.
They should use proportional representation.
All dogs are to wear nappies
There should be a sweetie tree where children collect sweets from once every week.
All pushy parents will have their citizenship renounced.
All university and school students and the unemployed shall be given free laptops to ensure access to information
The price of olive oil shall be subsidized in order that citizens can enjoy healthy cooking
Fixing or manipulating the London Interbank Offered Rate shall be an offence, with a term of 99 years imprisonment
High-quality childcare will be provided for any adult with children who would like to work outside of the home.

Each person shall be weighed & measured when purchasing unhealthy food items & taxed dependent on their size Fat Tax!
The Death Penalty will be used on Nowhereisland.
Rugby is the National Sport
Being awesome should be a law
Monthly 'freely say you're an idiot' day. You must be able to back up your declaration; if so there will be no reprisal.
Alcohol will be prohibited. Our citizens will find pleasure through non artificial means
No ruler of Nowhereisland should serve more than 3 years total. For four is too many. Yet two is too few.
One citizen to be Prime Minister for one day, including newly born children, no political parties allowed!
1% of every citizen`s salary to be collected and used to eradicate under nourished pets on the island
I'd like it to be snowy and a bit sunny, with lots of buildings.
Cash only, no derivatives.
Get rid of Mondays, six days is long enough for a week.
No large amounts of people demanding that some sort of action should be taken.
No citizen can kill the Batman; for one does not simply kill, the Batman.
All citizens take it in turns to be monarch for day; for day they must be addressed as such and perform state duties
etc.
A free rubber chicken for every citizen
Expedite inclusion.
To never have an army or make a war.
No weapons to be brought to the island
Everyone should have the right to dance in public.
Treat everyone as you would like to be treated.
Citizens shall be informed and invested in the community through universal education
Eating animals will not be tolerated.
Ratify the UN Statelessness Conventions to help the world's "citizens of nowhere" get a citizenship.
Be friends with every one
Wildlife shouldn't be harmed and you won’t be allowed to chop down trees
You should not judge the way people look. You can have any animal you like.
No one can say that there wrong
Planned obsolescence will be illegal
...that some principles are to be upheld because they must be upheld because they are the values that make us
human..
Every child should not be around smokers or alcoholics.
The official language is empathy
Prostitution should be legalised
Everyone thinks what they want
Every fighting aged man should be a member of the armed forces
Everyone can go there if they really want to.
All Nowherians should be able to live their live in peace!!!!!!!!!!
Everyone upon entering and exiting Nowhereisland, shall receive any kind of ice cream they like.
Citizens of Nowhereisland have the right to a home, the right to roam and the right to enjoy the resources of the
island
Nowhereisland is a happy secular anarchy.
Creative expression in all its forms-dancing, singing, art, music, performing, writing etc. - is foundational to our lives
We will make peace with ourselves.
Any statement including everyone to be questioned. Respect and celebrate that we are all different.
Everyone will be honest to children
There will be an annual Festival of Fools during which everything, including the constitution, is turned on its head.
Propositions should be listed in "top propositions" by #liked - #disliked.
Nowherians shall not recognize any difference in the value to society of science, engineering, and art.
We shall respect the wisdom of our elders, regardless of age.
Poop is prohibited to eat.
Money, or the promise of money shall not be permitted as a medium of payment on Nowhereisland.
Let's sing about Nowhere Island with our voices and soon our hearts and souls and minds will be singing too.
Nowhereisland will not ever seek to become a state, nor accept any offers to become state.
The introduction of organisms, organic/inorganic material that can alter genetic patrimony is prohibited. (h/t
Ecuador)
Music is a religious and social institution
The name of every citizen will be placed and stored under a cairn of stones on the floating island that is
Nowhereisland
Every elected representative will spend at least one night per week at an arts event or performance of some kind.
The Town Crier shall quote Douglas Adams every day; lunchtime, doubly so.
Fresh water

Every stamp will be a scratch and sniff with a new scent every month.
Every person has to go in the sea everyday
Accept responsibility and be responsible for your own actions.
Children should be our greatest national resource, and the greatest hope for the future.
All disagreements will be resolved with a best of 3 rounds of rock, paper, scissors challenge.
No man, woman or child is an island - considered instead, a precious part of the Universe.
An army will be created to fight thumb wars.
Creditors and lenders shall not use debt as an iron collar around the throat of vulnerable or indebted citizens
No one should control the destiny of another
Make sure everyone on the island knows beach safety and can surf
All nations around the world join Nowhereisland in bowing to no flag. Break down boundaries. Free movement for
all.
Kids have to eat healthy
It is the responsibility of all citizens to respect and protect all opinions and viewpoints (except Nazis)
DODO is of the menu, to be said before each meal. In the remembrance of all the extinct animals
A 'Real' economy for NWI, not one dependent on financial capitalism
Food to be eaten from a plate, with a knife and fork, at a table; not with fingers from a cardboard carton or paper
bag
We have a very long national anthem, naming every citizen.
Everyone should ride a bike at least once a day
Never give up
Culture is at the centre of all aspects of Nation
NWI sportsmen/women should look to Olympians as an example, not Premier League footballers
NWI to be a duty-free zone
No bailiffs or debt collectors on NWI
GPS navigation and sea anchors will be confiscated, so we don't just become another Somewhereisland.
Preferential tax treatment for writers and artists; they contribute more to society than bankers
Never, under any circumstances, take a sleeping pill and a laxative on the same night.
No healthcare discrimination against smokers
There should be no bourgeoisie
No School! from June - September
Horseback archery shall be the national sport and shall be practiced by everyone until retirement age.
All UK based citizens should apply to the council for asylum before 9th September, as we will become country less
Social Darwinism is not welcome on NWI
Intellectual property and copyright shall be protected
Compulsory to have a chartered civil engineer in government
A big robot on the island
All citizens have to have lie-ins on Sundays! :O
Peace in the world and no poverty
Can we still shoot the Welsh with a bow and arrow?
All notions of class as defined by accent, education or cultural background shall be discouraged
I think that alcohol should be illegal
Unnecessary shipments of heavy items like rocks over long distances should not be permitted.
"Nowhere Man" by the Beatles shall be sung a Canella before National Ceremonies, lest we forget out pasts
The state shall finance free classes in cookery of all nationalities of the citizens of Nowhereisland
It is the right of all men to carry out any such activity, as they deem appropriate on their back lawn..
Every third Friday breakfast should consist of a cream filled lemon bun.
Travellers/gypsies will not be allowed on the island, as they are a pest of society and should be eradicated
The calendar and measurement of time should be changed to a Metric system
A group of modern-day ascetics shall attempt to develop a new, more inclusive, less dictatorial faith for today.
You can check out of Nowhereisland any time you like, but you can never leave
Paul McCartney will forgive all islanders who mis-spell his name
Male citizens over the age of six and lacking the physique of professional athletes may not remove their shirts
A new language called pannowhere will be developed.
Art practice is mandatory, at least once a month.
Criminals who commit crimes through non-desperation to be kept in a zoos for pure humiliation.
Breakdown crews should resume wearing a uniform and hat, and saluting those suffering mechanical breakdown.
The word "like" should be prohibited due to global misuse, unless used in its correct form, within a simile.
Actors and artists shall be respected for their art form, and to not be shunned for ideas, which may be absurd :)
The Motto could be "Never regret anything that make you smile"
Bacon must be consumed every morning.
'Incy Wincy Spider' to become the national anthem.
Decisions to be taken by the people and for the people, only referendums on policies - no parliament, just the
Queen.

National sport should be cheese rolling
Any and all religious and spiritual acts to be performed alone and must never be discussed
"We will rock you" will be out national anthem!
Fair and equal justice for all, no Bovril and no SUVs
Let Bob be the builder
No man should be subjected to harassment or persecution for leaving the toilet seat up...
Legalise cannabis.
Teenagers shall not be persecuted
Equal pay
Everyone has to like gingers!
Children have a right to be cared for and respected.
Recognise value of small communities.
MPs shall be elected by draw not election so everyone has an equal chance of serving.
Have a really distinct awesome flag!
Everything is secular.
The declaration will not subscribe to any strict ideology or religion (an 'ism'); these are all too fallible.
The facility of free distribution of the arts to all citizens.
Every work and education institution by law, have a room with headphones so people can have dance breaks.
Every citizen will be asked to have a position of authority, but will not be able to keep it for longer than 1 year
All citizens of Nowhereisland should always be happy and smiley :)
Recycle!!!!!!!!!
You can have as much food as you like. You can do whatever you like but not horrible stuff.
Citizens will be happy to work hard and share in this endeavour
Transport to be banned, everyone has to walk to wherever they need to get
The age of majority (voting, drinking, smoking, joining the armed forces) should be unified as 18.
There will be an annual stone sculpture contest
They should be freedom
There needs to be a new proposition category about children here.
Every thing should be free
I think that there should be no passports
NO MONEY!!!
Everyone should share their land and call it there's
Each and everyone one of us are Stewards or Caretakers of the Earth
Education institutions shall give grades based on Effort, not on results.
On the island - let the punishment fit the crime
No animals will be killed by a human being. Killing of any animal in self-defence must be proven.
Nowhereisland will attempt to generate funds that will be utilized for day-to-day business and to promote its
objectives
There will be no forms to fill
Every Nowherian has the right to choose their own state of freedom
Every arts organisation will have one or more representative from business on their governing board.
All government policy will address education and the arts in the same department.
Everybody must be happy to work together and support each other no matter what they look like.
Every Nowherian should be allowed to communicate ideas, thoughts and feelings without fear of judgment or
repercussion.
All citizens should cooperate with each other and to help without having to be asked and smile!
The value of a person should be inherently acknowledged
We recognise that sometimes bad things happen, not every problem can be solved and there is not always anyone
to blame
Be Friendly to help people to become happier.
Nowhereisland shall be a member of the United Nations
Free teddy bears for all
No social conservatism on NWI
Local banks and face-to-face banking. No more call centres or electronic phone calls!
No I'd cards
No CCTV surveillance by the State of NWI
Keys dangling from the belt are considered odd and unhealthy.
Attendance at a fee-paying school means automatic disqualification for public office.
Just don't be a tw*t.. Then we're sorted..
Farting is no longer frowned upon in public, if anything it is recommended
Place of true freedom
Nowhere laugh day
All bottles and cans to be made from recycled material
Legal gender identity shall not be considered necessary: every identity on the gender spectrum shall be valid

Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you help them to become what they are capable of being.
Goethe
All residents should be given a camera to capture moments, views and people on Nowhereisland
There shall be no copyright enforcement
Thomas the Tank Engine should live there
No School! From June till September
No social networks
That all grandmas live forever!
Should be used as education tool regarding environment
Use for education on environment, instead of breaking island up
No one would ever smoke or drink alcohol or take drugs
All citizens are freeholders; there shall be no feudalism
People convicted of public order offences or football-related violence should clean NWI with their toothbrushes
Hosting of overseas dignitaries shall be financed by means of a national swear box.
NWI is not a venue for party political rallies, conferences or conventions
Cults (e.g. Scientology, Mormonism) are prohibited
Conspicuous consumption should be regarded as an illness
365 days of holiday please
Keep on Rocking!
Always-pleasant dreams, no nightmares
Cigarettes/ Cigars etc. should be illegal.
All local electromagnetic spectrum is owned by the people and can only be leased for no more than 10 years at a
time.
The national greeting will be "flameo, hotman!"
The use of all plastics should be forbidden.
Candidates for an elected or public office shall not campaign or lobby for the position which they seek to attain
Ownership of the press and media shall be by all the citizens of Nowhereisland as natural persons
No sticking your tongue in your Granny's mouth while kissing her goodbye
The system of the law of Nowhereisland shall be based on the Common-Law system of England and Wales
Barter should be the recommended method of attaining goods and services from each other. Thus, closer to true
equality.
National sport of Nowhereisland shall be Planking.
186,000 miles per second. It's not just a good idea, it's the law.
It shall have its own Art Society to explore the representational and abstract within the island's cultural structure.
No Wars, no Politics, no greed, respect for all, NO PEOPLE.
Legalised LSD.
All professionals (medical or otherwise) should volunteer their services or be paid by local produce
As a decent, honest and upright citizen, I will run the only bank on the island, so please send me all your money
ASAP
Boris Johnson for PM.
On the third Sunday of every month, people may only talk in limericks.
Bananas only to be eaten on Tuesdays
Nowhere Man' by Lennon & McCartney to be the National Anthem of Nowhereisland.
Nowhere man - by The Beetles could be part of the National Anthem ;o)
No Olympic team...ever
Nando's will be the national food of Nowhereisland.
The days of the week will be renamed to match the seven colours of the rainbow … yet should change randomly.
Disputes shall be solved with the protagonists throwing crème eggs, the closest to Parliament wall being the winner.
On Christmas day, it should be a tradition to eat an Easter egg as a replacement to Christmas pudding.
It shall be legal to shoot a man in the back, as long as he is facing towards you.
No one may make any laws except for this one, which should be banned under this law
The nation has to be wasp and spider free
Noam Chomsky to be representative in the UN
Ice should be banned from putting with cider!
Set up an off shore tax haven but don`t mention that the island will be broken up
Plus fours to be worn on Tuesdays
Facts should never get in the way of a good story
Elgar will have no place in the nation's music
Morlocks shall not be permitted above ground on Nowhereisland
Everyone should be able to say what they like.
Free pants to over 40s
We shall be reminded of our own insignificance and thus the importance of love.
Ensure social justice and equality for all citizens
We all have to show very good manners.

Free pizza and ice cream for everybody.
A place where kindly people care for one another and their environment
Euthanasia is legal
No animal abuse. No school uniform.
Animals get to live there.
Freedom from judgment!
There should always be a massage-circle tent operating (everybody in circle giving each other back massages)
Full on, proper, proportional representation.
Dyslexia should be made illegal
Have several artists paint places
I Think if you don't have any star wars / Lord of the rings I will destroy you
There is no fixed tax system. Citizens will contribute as they see fit. If programs can't be funded they won't occur.
No Etonians in government
All people can use the religion they want, the same with language, if they don't affect the other religions.
Upon reaching maturity, a young adult shall choose a name for themself. This shall be their legal name henceforth..
We need peace, love, and trust in this project xx will dale
The American tea party is a sworn enemy
NO SMOKING WE NEED FREEDOM...
All kinds of marriage should be legally recognized
Drugs will not be taken on the island
We should have a US style aircraft carrier - ignore the fact that it's bigger than the island think big!
Hi every person should have their own rights if you know what I mean.
Brutalist architecture must never set foot upon the island
Magic, beauty, enchantment, mischievousness, wonder & play abounds
Everyday we laugh so hard, we cry
No matter who it is, it is sacred … Each belongs here or anywhere, just as much as the well-off — just as much as
you
Every proposition will be considered passed or denied when it obtains 500 likes or dislikes.
In terms of culture, any opinions on music/films should be kept as personal opinions, no criticism of opinion
All must believe in peace and love and nature. And all the others that where submitted, are good except the bad
ones.
All private portable property must be loanable.
To be Unique, Secure and Creative!
No littering. No wars. No building houses on natural landscapes. Everything grows on trees.
Everyone has the right to the education that they want, so long as they put in the effort to succeed
Treat everyone as you want to be treated and be kind
There should be a variety of physical activities, clubs, society and sport at school.
Every citizen should learn how to be bored and not fear having nothing to do except being.
You must be able to have some sweets every day
NWI is not moved by a ship but by ideas; liberalism, secularism, democracy, citizenship, inclusiveness
There will be no free services in Nowhereisland. We will agree to buy these free things for each other, together..
Everyone must read the classics so there is no difference between literary levels
Exams to be more based on the person overall
That all citizens and residents enjoy equal rights under UN Mandate.
More bank holidays. More recycling
Have at least one computer-free day every week and go for a walk instead
To go wherever you want hassle free
Unicorns should be utilised as transport.
Reason, enlightenment, secularism, liberalism; no religion, asceticism, bigotry, social conservatism
Monday morning is cuddle hour
The end shall not justify the means.
No one is obliged to wear a 'black tie' at formal dinners
No private education
No fiscal or tax discrimination against single-person, childless, or unmarried households
If anyone gets ill on Nowhereisland they are given crystal healing using the special mineral rocks from the earth.
People who continually tell others about their problems should have BORE stamped on their passports
All under 5s get free toy cars and cakes!
The Tallest structure should be no higher than the tallest blade of grass! And Surrounded by a white picket fence!
Everyone should be able to colour anything whatever colour they want to
No forgetting
All citizens of Nowhereisland must participate in Fairy Cake Friday or Chocolate Mousse Monday!
Swimming would be compulsory for citizenship.
Gandalf will be the leader!
NWIers should earn their principal or second income by doing something creative to help drive the economy

There should be a national lottery to fund infrastructure, cultural, educational, welfare, and healthcare projects
Nowhereisland should not be a bird sanctuary in order to protect it from deterioration by bird guano
Personal borrowing shall be via credit unions, and no debt shall be consolidated into tradable securities
New members should be given free ice cream :)
Free wine for all
All greetings should be standardized with 2 kisses, 1st right cheek then left eliminating awkward nose clashing!
Is it too late to enter an Olympian on behalf of our beloved Nation?
Except in an official capacity, no citizen shall ask another citizen how much they earn or the value of their home
Dance like it's 1799
There will never be any set deadlines for anything. Things will get done when we feel like it.
An artwork representing three defining values of Nowhereisland's citizenship - preferably not a coat of arms nor a
flag
If you kill someone you face the death penalty.
Flip-flops and shorts are to be the national dress of Nowhereisland. The national dress should be worn at all times.
Stop stealing my money
The National anthem for Nowhereisland should be. The benny hill theme, because its funny and always Cheers
People up :)
Should citizens be unable to determine a leader, Spongebob Squarepants shall be appointed as default leader.
All politicians should be practicing artists.
Children do not have to go to school if they do not wish to
Skittles are the National Dish
Air conditioning will be banned on the island. All citizens must be adaptable and uncomplaining about the climate.
Rain shall be banned from our Land. Any citizen caught aiding and abetting rain shall be soaked in public.
All beer on the island should be organic, or if not, from Belgium or Germany, for they are versed in these mystical
arts.
But is it art?" to be asked daily in Question Time, but Emin's work should be excluded from debate until bed made.
No "new" goods allowed on our island - only recycled items
Any citizen volunteering to be a politician to be publicly flayed by own grandmother
FOOTBALL (SOCCER) WILL BE OUR NATIONAL SPORT AND NO BALL GAMES SIGNS WILL BE FORBIDDEN
WITHIN OUR NATION
Tow the line or leave the island
There will be a groove that all can follow, it will bifurcate at each step, to become an all-encompassing groove, a
fractal groove, the same and yet different; a super laminated eco-groove.
'Dudism' (www.dudeism.com) shall be the formal religion of the island, although other faiths can, like, just abide,
man.
Brand new district scooters all round
I think everyone should have enough money to live on.
The right to arm bears
No guns
No war in the island.
The condition of citizenship is enhanced through educated and informed participation.
Should have its own language
All cats should be banned because they poo all over other people's gardens
Keep Animation Live
All citizens should be tree huggers (environmentally friendly).
All citizens should be very sociable
There should not be any dead animas not used for food
We have peace!!
Wages kept within a tight band with a small difference between the top earners and the lowest paid.
Everybody should have a basket of kittens to keep them happy.
People of the island are not allowed to say no, unless said 72 times, as then we know that it is important to listen to.
People got all the people rights.
I suggest that on Mondays you only need to go to school in the afternoon for three and a half hours & get morning
off
Violence should not be tolerated without valid and explicit reason.
Local councils will be rewarded for fulfilling recycling quotas with extra quotas for recreational budgets.
Indie. Judiciary should be set up w/ nation's best thinkers & ethics experts to keep the gov. in line w/ constitution.
Nowhereisland will form an alliance with Ladonia
On this island you can have your bed rattling
Nowhereisland is a nation of the God of the Bible. Hebrews 4:13 - Nothing in all creation is hidden from God's
sight...
Crime should be punishable by exile (e.g. murderers or sex offenders)
Acts are permissible only by the deliberate consent of all involved.
There should be no money or a queen

There should be no laws so that it is a free island to everyone.
You should be allowed you have fun
No one Nowherian should take things too seriously.
Will the island have its own Anthem? Suggestions please. How about "Imagine"?
Believers believe.
NWI shall invest in the generation diffusion of new microelectronics/digital technologies of information
communication.
We will stand apart from other nations.
The human being is the most sacred of the creatures, and he deserves to be given joy and freedom
Every greeting will include a hug
Everyone has to be nice.
Legislators will observe that the degree of civilization is inversely proportional to the number of laws required
A 21-gun salute will be fired for every whale killed near the island
No speed limit
National sport will be rugby but only for those under 4ft tall and less than 30kg.
Indolence and comfort are unacceptable if other NWIers struggle
Man boob and love handles are enshrined by law as a sign of status
Shark finn-ing shall be punishable by death
Free childcare for under 5s
No debt collectors; state assistance for those in dire straits
Dining habits to be continental i.e. entrée, plat, fromage (optional), then dessert (optional). Choose the wine to
match.
All pirates are sacred
No one should mind if you're late to anything. In fact, it should be actively encouraged!
All residents should be given a camera to capture moments, scenes and people on Nowhereisland
Return to a barter system, solving the monetary issue currently affecting other countries in Europe.
Free everything
The streets shall be lined with doggy treats
Need a great deal more Nowhereislands to make one big Nowhereisland
No rules - except naughty people - go headfirst down bumpy slides into the sea
All citizens should endeavour to be 'open' to give art concepts i.e. ban the statement "my 5 year-old could do that"!
:)
Loud music to be played every night at 10pm
Have to go ice-skating on the island/ swim in the sea at least once.
No moaning and no accidents or emergencies (I am a nurse)!!!
Working week = Sat+Sun. Weekend=Mon-Fri
Nowhereisland wristbands to be free!
Smile every day and every hour
Happiness always
Security Officers are not the enemy and should not be abused
All bears should be armed
All genders are equal and are catered for sexually, I will be available if sexual pleasure is an issue.
Trees shall be wrapped in barbed wire. People are to be hugged not trees.
We shall not have a National Mime. Performing mime in public will be a crime punishable by banishment.
No rocks shall be towed miles and miles across oceans in the name of art
Hats are to be enjoyed and never ridiculed. Scarves, on the other hand, are fair game for criticism.
Mutant chickens with 4 legs to be bred so there's no arguments at Sunday lunch.
Parents shall introduce their children to wine at an early age in order to encourage a healthy lifestyle
Changes in the laws shall be by referendum and referenda shall be conducted on a One Person One Vote basis
One shall not cause harm, to another individual entity, whether physical, mental, emotional, financial, or personal..
We the People of the Nowhereisland, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquillity
Flip-flops will the footwear of choice
The speed limit shall be set at a minimum of 60mph on motorways, and cut to 20mph maximum in all residential
areas.
Each citizen or family must own at least one otter.
Only Vinyl can be played on the Island, no iPods or CDs.
Days of the month that are prime numbers should be compulsory hopping days. Anyone that wont will do
community service
Nowhereisland will be a matriarchal society
All toys in shops will be offered free
G4S will organise all security on the island
Gluttons, Smokers and Drug Takers loose access to healthcare for illnesses related to those activities.
No psychologists allowed!!!!!!

No watching or discussion of any sport - only participation allowed!
No meat to be eaten by anyone. Only vegetarianism allowed.
Anyone wishing to become a deity has to audition for Andrew Lloyd-Webber
It should be illegal to be really overweight, swimming and sailing should be the national sports
People should be encouraged to be competitive especially at sports
Free the Weed!
All contact sports shall be compulsory as this builds character and moral fibre.
No Marmite permitted on Nowhereisland.
Nowhereisland = perfect location for honeymoon!
To just keep moving
Work as if you lived in the early days of a better nation.
There will be no 'age' for citizens of Nowhereisland.
Be friendlier to the island.
We volunteer to exercise self responsibility and responsibility for all, for the best interest for all.
Gun ownership is against Darwinian principles
A free education system run and maintained by a non-profit making organisation comprised solely of elected
professionals
Free ice cream every Friday.
No hunting animals.
More festivals.
Everyone to live there must be a free spirit
There should be more shops selling little things for children like little collectables and sweets for low prices (20p)
It’s a good idea that they are arriving during the Olympics. It will increase a lot of awareness for the cause. :-)
I haven't washed in ages because I'm homeless, can you help me?
A right to become an Assassin of the great order and fight for the freedom against the evil forces of the Templars.
No one is aloud to be anorexic or obese
No gravity without permission
The word no cannot be used unless said 72 times, as then we will know how crucial the 'no' is.
There will be a holocaust memorial
There will be an international genocide remembrance week
National flower is purple saxifrage
The words leader and follower will lose all meaning here
The education of the young people of the nation must be centred on the origin and geography of their nation.
At the annual festival of art, selected works will be taken from museums & sacrificed by fire to the god Bucky Fuller.
Everyone should get the thing that they really would like to make it a happy place
All Nowherians have to build an igloo.
I think everyone should be able to do anything they want
All PGCE students that pass are guaranteed a job.
Services for citizens should be 'asset' rather than 'deficit based with users involved in design and delivery
Nowherians or Nowhereislanders? Shouldn’t we have a democratic vote on this?
Build it and we will come.
As citizens we will demand change to make things better, not for the sake of it!
Can we vote on what pets we can take on to the island? I vote no snakes, spiders or pitbulls.
No child should be forced to go to school though it should be encouraged.
No matter how fat you are - a Nowherian will not be called obese!
Separate taps will be banned. All taps will be single mixer taps.
Every Nowherian has the right to own and use any weapon that they want to and may protect themselves legally.
Nowhereisland will not be this http://goo.gl/X9Jty.
No chicken shall be consumed. Chicken is the sacred animal of Nowhereisland.
NWI will, without change, be subject to the non-aggression axiom. It follows that no "positive rights" are possible.
The human work, both material and intellectual, tends to create the beauty and joy, which adorn the earth
All Nowherians should get the chance to meet, get together, celebrate our lovely country & eat cake (at least
annually)
Every citizen should say, "I love you" to at least one other person, every day.
All should be given to each according to ones need. Each should give according to his ability. Don't allow Jones
back!.
Parents don't have to work at the weekend.
Everyone needs to support each other in defending Nowhereisland.
Families must sit together for breakfast every Sunday morning.
Nowhereisland will return in Therevengeofnowhereislandnowhereisland2!
No squeamishness or political correctness about food; all parts of the animal is edible; learn from France and Italy
Redesign the curriculum, with young people as decision-makers, to include parenting, finance and employability
skills
Free games consoles to all. Solar powered, of course.

Everyone should eat chicken nuggets followed by cake at least once a week.
NWIers shall not tell other NWIers how much their house is worth or how much they earn
Being found guilty of the profit motive is a crime punishable with up to 10 years of community service.
All citizens face a fine for wearing a frown; fines should be paid by free labour helping out people in need :)
File sharing without permission is a criminal offence
Religious organisations will enjoy the same legal standing as social clubs and darts teams.
No intrusion into other peoples' privacy; free legal representation for victims of privacy intrusions
No peering over the fence
Make it bigger
Breast-feeding for all babies!
A person's marital status shall not be a subject of gossip or speculation
A lost ball is lost forever; no resources for air/sea search and rescue ops for lost balls in the sea around NWI
There shall be a law of privacy
The rights of the individual take precedence over the collective
Everyone must wear a hat at all times and smile and say "hello" to one another when they pass in the street.
Tea will be drunk every hour! (+ Biscuits)
No work!
We must celebrate every day. We will celebrate the celebration that was the day before.
NWI is neutral, and should be able to send envoys to mediate in inter state conflicts or civil wars
Naked Tuesday
Maximum three-day workweek.. Any citizen caught working more than three days per week will be thrown in the
ocean.
Colleagues should socialise in the pub after work
All fridge magnet philosophies should be shunned
The are no Boroughs or Arrondissements on Nowhereisland
Everyone to be a vegetarian
Free chocolate for everyone
Maximum of 10 laws
I do hereby propose that Our National Anthem be none other than "Nowhere Man" by ye Beatles Band, as aptly as
it sounds
Everyone should respect everyone else, except for smokers, they should be treated like pariahs that they are
All unwanted animals instead of being put down should be put on the Barbie on Sundays
CUPCAKES AND MEATLOAF SHOULD BE PART OF THE ISLANDS FOOD. THE ISLANDS ANIMALS SHOULD BE
PENGUINS, CATS, DOGS, AND PANDAS.
Hoteliers and waiters must be polite to their customers, and must not refer to their respective past military conflicts
The primary form of recreation will be juggling geese, but only with their consent.
Alternative and complementary therapists must offer three hours per week voluntarily to fellow Nowhereislanders to
perpetuate increased happiness and wellbeing for all :)
The National Anthem shall be 'Nowhere Man'.
Ban on Men waxing it's just weird. Men to be Manly and stop them being effeminized.
The National Anthem of Nowhereisland shall be ''Never goanna' give you up'' and shall commemorate Rick Astley.
National sports to be bull fighting and motorcycle racing.
Just as there is Fish Friday there shall be a Cheeseburger Monday
Nowhereisland will be a matriarchal society
The Flag should be designed by Rolf Harris. And he should write & sing the National Anthem.
ALL SUBJECTS WILL WEAR THE HEADDRESS OF THE BOWLER HAT DURING THE HOURS OF DAYLIGHT
To watch Adventure Time is compulsory.
Parents must serve children even if it's the most difficult request
Referring to a total stranger as "mate" or "buddy" will result in immediate expulsion from Nowhereisland.
Potatoes may only be peeled using other potatoes.
Sociology being called a joke subject shall be banned!
One free bratwurst every day!
All music must be played via eight track stereo cassette.
Cremation should be banned because of toxic emissions from crematoria; natural burial should be the norm.
Mr. J Clarkson Esq for president, and he shall personally fight all wars and conflicts personally and alone for this fair
land.
Each man should leave the toilet seat up to show women he's a polite gentleman and hasn't wet it
John Tusa will not be minister of the arts: obsession is dangerous
No animals should be eaten! No wars, peace towards each other
Ministry of Defence to consist of one answer phone message, saying: WE SURRENDER, in Chinese.
Legalize drugs.
Flag = picture of your parents having sex. If you can go to war following that then it's worth fighting - Bill Hicks
There should be a free funfair!
Peace and goodwill in solidarity.

Everyone has a falcon and can control it.
No armed forces or weapons (guns). No fuel burning, solar sufficient!
No war and no armed forces.
People should learn greetings in sign language. Writing should also be in braille showing the grasp on equality..
The study of French post-structuralist philosophy will be a central part of the school curriculum.
Power divided into smaller co-opted groups initially discussed and voted on by all
The military support of Nowhereisland shall be the order of the Assassins as long as the island will remain as the HQ
Junk food that is good for you
Monkeys that feed you grapes
This is a Constitutional Republic based on trading, when all got the same rights
Employers are not allowed to discriminate in any way, including whether an individual is 'modified'.
If a citizen wishes to consume meat, they must bring it themselves from another country
The only class is class X
We should have money but all the stuff is really cheap
I think that no one should be able to get money but still be able to get stuff
All Nowherians are aloud to not go to school
I think that everyone should be by a ruled king or queen
All Nowherian are allowed to have a snowball fight!
This is not a constitution
Everyone must live each day as if it were their last, ergo responsible for making each day as good as possible for all.
Recycle Compost Solar Panels Water barrels Gardens
No one goes to jail for wrongdoings but is instead nurtured.
The national flag will be erected in the north-western portion of the island in order to promote national sovereignty.
Porn and Drugs are mandatory on the 2nd Wednesday of every other month
Any and all changes to constitution will result in immediate arbitration by a contractual chosen third party against
NWI
No arts body will be funded if they declare their aim to be primarily instrumental.
Nowherians shall never grow old
All buildings should be such, that it they could be removed within 7 days if required leaving no residual damage.
We accept all until the average population density exceeds 0.1 humans per square metre.
Either softball or Netball should be Nowhere Island's national sporty. :)
National Anthem shall be Imagine by John Lennon
Ban Chewing gum
There should be no locks on doors
Surfers are considered sacred
Father Jack Crilley from Father Ted to be sworn in as Head of International Diplomacy
A recording shall be made of each individual child singing a song of their choice during each year of their life until
age ten.
No candid photography, or taking pictures of someone without their consent. Criminal sanctions for doing so
No financial capitalism on NWI
Ombundsmanship should be there before and during decisions taken by representatives.
Foie gras is allowed
Designated indoor smoking areas in cafes, restaurants, bars and the workplace
No boundaries within the island - no fences or hedges
The official sport shall be association football.
Alcohol and tobacco to be made free on the NHS
No Internet allowed at all
No dog leads on Nowhereisland
You must eat chocolate every day
Penguins should be made giant
Everyone's gotta be a ninja
When invited to social gatherings, the invitee must respond at least 48 hours before said event.
Double pensions from 60 years old.
Spend two days with family
NO NOWHEREISLAND WRISTBANDS!
Teenagers to be kept on leads monday-sunday inclusive!
Servants wait on you!! YIPPEE!
Everyone must speak wookie
NO HOMEWORK!
Arsenal FC to play a pre-season friendly each July against a team of Nowherians.
Salt Lake City, being, according to David Cameron, in the middle of "Nowhere," shall serve as the capital city in
exile.
Build a school for wizardry and witchcraft and also Legalise Crystal Weed #Justice4Wang
TV should only show classic Looney Tunes, Tom and Jerry cartoons and Wallace and Grommit

Citizens of Nowhereisland are exempt from Duty and VAT on alcoholic beverages or tobacco
Any citizen who creates a prop that receives more than 50 'likes' shall be called 'Elder' and shall have their own
page.
Anyone who loves the sound of the sea
Nowhere Man by The Beatles should be the national anthem.
All Nowherians required to understand and follow at least one concept of the teachings of Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall
The national religion will be Jedi
All Nowherians should be classified as purple for pinstripe and be nowherasexual in order to avoid all prejudices.
All vehicle fuel shall be1p per gallon of which 85% shall be tax, paid to the Nowhereisland government.
The desadrata shall be law
The greeting, 'Good Morning!', shall be replaced by the greeting, 'Good Moaning!'.
Elmo for president
Wikipedia shall become the most credible source when writing an academic paper.
The constitution of Nowhereisland shall be written without words.
No law shall impinge on the right of a Wiganer to eat pies on the island.
Any buildings or structures must correspond to the night sky for future dating. Worship not required.
Battered Mars Bars are free on the health service
Eating children should be allowed as a means of punishment
The only deity acceptable to worship will be Jennifer Garner.
School is not compulsory and is available for all at any time
Animal hunters will be arrested
Feed fish
Dance off every Friday night.
Free accessible laundry service for your nappies.
All children will be educated the same, with the same curriculum and the same chances and opportunities.
Everyone must shout Andy Warhol at 2:14 pm on the 28th April every year.
Shooting competitions
Less gravity. More festivals.
Less gravity
Nowhereisland supports the fight for freedom in west Papua
The wurzels should become the music gods of the island
Nowhereisland shall be twinned with Murray Mound.
There shall be no taxes.
We do not believe in the Dog Poo Fairy.
All constitutions seek to articulate, with differing degrees of intensity and detail, the shared aspirations of a nation
quando uno assume una persona non deve chiedere se si ha esperienza
se si uccide un animale, a meno che non sia per alleviare la sua sofferenza o per cacciare, bisognera pagare una
multa.
there will be no need for a pledge
Ah-Ha's "take on me" should be the national anthem
No hugs or kisses when greeting, just a simple fist bump
Employers should not be able to request 'experience' before application
All products deemed important should be bought and distributed by the gov. to all and the company paid a lot
more.
Migration and hospitality will be based on allegorical references.
the perimeter of Nowhereisland will have high frequency noise machines as part of self defence
due to Nowhereisland's placement in an oceanic temperate area, both subarctic and subtropical crops can be
grown
No trespassing
A ruler shouldn't be an individual ruler like a king or queen, but a government that speaks for its people. (Not sure)
Sharing ice cream as the symbol of our nation. Free ice cream for all on Fridays. Ice cream symbol on our nation's
flag.
Nowhereisland is a pan-leftist state, embracing and incorporating all ideologies from liberal democracy to Marxism
have British only on Nowhereisland
Only have ‘cristens’.
No private companies will exist, all things produced by state as joint effort from all citizens
All people holding right wing ideas barred from citizenship
NO LAWS COME ON
we should all be rich
I think that we should party all night and sleep all day
I think people can do everything
I think you shouldn't get a small amount each
all Nowherians are allowed to party!!!!

Nowhereisland is no place.
All Nowherians build their own igloo
To save us all un-needed hassle (Which will undoubtedly arise) Muslims probably aren't welcome
Hedgehogs and red pandas are legal pets.
Every Nowherian is must dream high
Nowherians should, where possible drink proper Real Ale not drinks full of chemicals, as hops are natural & good for
you
Every Nowherian shall remember that there are no problems only solutions
On last day anniversaries Nowherians may carry a piece of Nowhere somewhere, OR bid farewell and set its
concept's free.
Queen as the head of state.
3-day weekend.
Our currency shall be the Standard Unit Dessert (SUD) and shall consist of a treat regarded as super yummy by
everyone.
The islands flag should have a new design every new year!
Art/Culture/Photography should be taught in school till 18. No exams until 16
A food culture for NWIers; eat everything but the oink or the moo
Football and Rugby are national sports!.
The national sport should be sheep herding
Free air conditioners for all
No marriage is legal unless conducted in a town hall; civil partnerships to have full legal status
All male citizens must be made to follow the bro code.
The only cheese allowed should be Stilton.
Skateboarding and long boarding shall never be a crime.. Those who suggest it is, will have wet gnocchi tossed at
them.
Alcohol and tobacco to be made free from the NHS!
I want to be chief fire officer of NWIFD
Every day's a rest day
Everyone should ride motorbikes
The island shall be sunk and all traces of its existence erased so that citizens are able to get on with real life.
no COD allowed!
Citizens of NWI are required to participate in gatherings that promote group rationality.
We should invade places which are historically & geographically Nowhere (e.g. Rockall, Luton, Portland etc.)
Chocolate for breakfast everyday
You sleep on candy floss
Nothing costs anything
Eat as much as you want
Too many propositions that will surely lead to Civil War - group people!.
everyone should own a band!
The right of the people to keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed
lots of football
There should be no last names on Nowhereisland. Citizens can choose a number instead if they want to.
Have at least 3 snack meals a week.
Free Randy Blythe
Raspberry Jam shall be the official currency.
A citizen who writes props that receive more than 200 total 'likes' shall be called 'Elder and shall have their own
page
Ducking stool to be reintroduced for nagging Woman
Owning a Boxer dog is mandatory. Throw its ball walk and feed it then look at the love in its face. Worth living for
!!!!
Showers and all laundry shall be done cold; water that is hot shall be banned.
Mechanical Engineers will be held in the same regard as cardboard boxes: Use at times, but mostly getting in the
way.
Join the European Union and sign up for the Euro. This what any sensible Nation State should do. And a funky
mascot!
Each nation needs an anthem… I propose that "Innocent Child" by BAD be the anthem of Nowhereisland!
Anything goes. No discrimination against anybody, for anything.
Keith Lemon for Prime Minister
THE SINGING OF HELLO JOHN GOT A NEW MOTOR WILL BE SUNG BEFORE SERVING OF ALL MEALS
INCLUDING DRIVE THROUGH MEALS
There will be no need for coins or cash in Nowhereisland; instead citizens will pay each other in ice cream.
a new bank holiday.....celebrating the workers of Britain, and those who are in prison should take their places
On Nowhereisland, all decisions which split the citizens will be decided with an arm wrestle.
There should no rules. Except this one.

No Nowherian has the right to a house. Standing room only please!
No-one will be forced to study Maths past the age of 14.
Toast must only be eaten with butter and Bovril.
The island should be for sole inhabitants Tory MP's - they all must live and be set free
Christmas all year round
Free ice cream
Peace, love and long grain rice
Land Value Tax
Get others to join up to Nowhereisland.
Abolition of all rent (Service charge excepted!)
Don't deny and you shall be rewarded with adventure.
Smash the patriarchy and never let it return.
Our national language should be a sign language. It would be the most widely understood.
Mr Tumble should be the King of Nowhereisland.
The land is a living being, I am the land!
The local dialect will be locally known as "hippy".
Pay for everything with hugs.
All Nowherians to take the Nowherian oath - The Desiderata http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_F3KRPM0Ls
The purpose of nowhere island is to hide Michael Jackson and Elvis from the public
Se una persona e in difficult sara dovere di tutti aiutarla
Il verde verra rispettato come se fosse un altra persona.
They cannot behave badly and the rules should be harsh
War is not an option!!!!!
School as an option
I always love you
There should be mice everywhere
The nation flag is this file:///C:/Users/Matei/Desktop/NH/NoWhereisland%20flag.2.png
Every body should get treated the same with respect and no one shod be shouted at . no one shout tack the mike
out of people
All outdoor farmed areas are co-owned, others have no ownership at all
Social agrarian economic practices should be adopted by citizens
It Is A Little Private Island All On It's Own To Do What You Want On It.
All Nowherians are allowed to be rich
Nowhereisland is to be built on new forms of common localised production and manufacture conducive to human
flourishing
Be proud of yourself in whatever you do! Don't be modest about it.
From an ultimate dim Thule - From a wild weird clime, that lieth, sublime. Out of Space - Out of Time.
How can we be wrong? Sail away with me to another world. And we rely on each other, ah-ah.
Three religions will be positioned upon the others: Life is beautiful, and it is worth living in joy and freedom.
….than to initiate a new order of things.(N. Machiavelli)
There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to handle…,
No Secretary of State for the Arts shall be precluded from becoming Prime Minister.
All higher education and all arts venues will integrate their learning and performance activities.
Figure Skating should be the sport of Nowhereisland
a considerate understanding of considerate constitutional consideration (ancap), anarchistic capitalist
Nowherians shall wear beards or moustaches (whatever suits the individual best) on Wednesday nights.
Everyone would have a guinea pig.
Lower age of alcohol consumption
Let leaders lead and the rest follow
Body hair south of the eyebrows to be removed by the council.
All ex partners shall be removed from the island and shall only be referred to with a negative adjective.
Father Jack Crilley of Father Ted to be elected Head of International Diplomacy
No islander shall offend or take the name in vain of Pam Spriggs. and James Churchfield of Radio Cornwall. They
are icons
Maternity pay for 3 years
All left handed people should get free food
That rugby league be declared the national game of Nowhereisland
No-one - friends, associates, strangers, colleagues, journalists,etc. - shall ask anyone about their private life.
To allow public execution
No work of any kind
Have Christmas can we have a pub
All citizens will be forced to grow massive, barbarian-esque beards. Anyone who fails to comply will be burned alive
Free puppies for everyone, except Dad!
Swimming, I like it. Ballet, I like it

Must have ginger bread men
NWI needs lots of nuclear weapons to defend it's honour, everyone must contribute to the 'trident tax'
Networking and knowing the right people and being constantly up to date with what's happening. God art is
knackering.
one to one resolutions of all problems, which will solve any need for mass gatherings and debates requiring any
voting
I think a kind of house should be built to house an official mascot like a pet cat etc.
Music. Make it compulsory to wake up to opera
Fanta is to be the only drink to be drank.
I would like to propose that within the constitution we declare ourselves a tax haven.
Chocolate is compulsory every day and contains no calories
Tea drinking should be compulsory - even better if it's Branded
no money
No school just sport
Everyone should be entitled to drive Range Rovers so we can find more hidden islands!
Nowhereisland tax is 100% of your income
Give a man fish and you feed him for a day, but we can't teach a man to fish because he'll buy a funny hat.
Every citizen to get 3 hours of Pub Time or Phone Time p/w, or a combination of the two. No criticism within this
quota.
No runners - the batsman stands, falls or retires - job done, that's it
All sports to end in a draw, thus making it fair and fun for everyone involved!
All hats must be worn backwards
Inner peace shall be found at radical lean angles
Change our name from Nowhereisland to Urinetown. Make "Don't Be the Bunny" our national anthem and
"Urinetown" Our Saga.
The average Nowherian height should be 5'2" and fireworks should be mandatory for all birthdays
Eat as much as u like breakfast; buffet lunch with sausage rolls & cheese & pineapple; evening meal set by day of
week.
Higher education for all, degrees must be printed on double or triple-ply toilet paper
THE MK4 VAUXHALL ASTRA WILL BE THE PREFERRED MODE OF TRANSPORT ON NOWHEREISLAND...
FACEBOOK USERS AND ITS COHORTS IF CAUGHT USING THIS BLASPHEMY WILL BE FLOGGED ....ON EBAY ON
BUY IT NOW 1P
the flag of the soiled pant will be exhibited when the throne is being sat on!!
Widnes Vikings wins should be mandatory ...forever!!
Farts are prohibited due to the release of toxic gases and protection of citizens
No Windfarms.
The National Anthem will be Glenn Hoddle and Chris Waddle's Diamond Lights....
National sport should be Underwater Hockey.
Alan Carr for president
No school on Monday.
Drink rain water only
Legalized marijuana.
Free housing! Free food, easy to get jobs!
Free pumps and chocolate firegards.
No Rules
If you're not sure you should, don't.
No arguing and don't break the law
Annual land rental value tax for public revenue. No other taxes.
The national drink should be orange juice.
To do whatever you like
The national language should be Binary Code and all citizens to be classified as illegal aliens--sans papier.
No freedom or rights.
I shall rule with an iron fist. You will all respect me or face deportation/ a fine... of your life.
There should be no engagement with world politics.
no war peace!!!!
Always keep count on everyone
Dance with the one what brung ya
main export is crowberries
please vote for me I will be great and amazing!
vote for me jack Richards everyone please
all Nowherians are allowed to stay up for ever a have not have homework
all Nowherians are allowed to have robot guards
There will be (modest) tax breaks for NowhereIslanders who have more than 5 citizenships.
Virginity is illegal after age 24.

Only Nikon cameras allowed.....
Car horns shall become automatic responses of the Vehicle. Drivers may still yell from inside the car..
the citizens of nowhere island should become resident of it in near future and it should be recognised by United
nations
it will become a test cricket nation, at 12:03 on Thursdays you must shuffle as seen in the party rock anthem music
vide
Use Plato's guardian theory, not of expediency but democratic democracy, green capitalism with a sprinkle of
communism
Introduce a new plant
Each new citizen will be supplied with their own ring-tailed lemur fur company
You get 5 sweets every 1/2 hour
No school
Have to have 10 chocolate bars every day!!!
Pictures sent to Nowhereisland citizens.
That there was no English lessons
Chocolate and ice cream every day
Bon Jovi to be the only music played on the island apart from the national anthem
No school or any certain veggie called parsnip!
Put a Norwegian flag on it
Basketball for all
A place where our true hero's can have paradise and tranquillity without fear and loathing in their lives.
Everyone is required a 12 year art course as part of their education.
In elections, registered adults shall receive one vote for themselves, and one vote per legal dependent (i.e.: child).
David Cameron shall be revered as the God he truly is.
Lutefisk shall be the national dish!
All Jews on Nowhereisland must die.
You must abide by the bidders and if you don't abide you will be told to abide, remain friends with other
Nowherians
There should be no rules. Except this one.
There will be a ministry of love, of Free love, Public love, Private love, Physical love, Intellectual love, Just love
Mocha will be in charge
Music performance weekly, no school.
Double sided stamps and exclusively blind cinemas.
I think everyone should be rich!
There should be rules and schools should be banned. Also there should be a lot of respect for one another.
School should be banned and there should be rules but not school rules.
Motocross island only! Motorsports!
A money should go towards a large (bigger than Sweden) Hadron Collider.
No formal punitive laws (let dialectics and. public opinion help shape outcomes- as repression often leads to
'deviance'
The end is nigh.
Transnistria, Christiania, eel pie island, the Lakota sioux nation, and the republic of Waveland will be some allies.
There will be no mister or misses, instead there will simply be comrade, unless an equal title such doctor is assumed.
If People are abused they should be banned from the island.

